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The Law School Record

Vol. 7, No.1

Invocation
Almighty God, creator and sustainer of all life, without whose bless
ing and sufferance no human work can long prosper, we praise Thee
for that which we have begun in this place and time.
vVe thank Thee for the sense of justice which Thou hast implanted
within mankind and for the readiness of men and communities
to uphold and preserve a just order.
We thank Thee for the dedication and vision of leaders in this com
which have led to this new undertaking, for teachers and
students committed to justice and human dignity, and for the noble
heritage upon which this new venture is built.

munity

We pray, 0 God, for Thy guidance and direction in all our labors.
May freedom under the law continue to flourish among us. May the
men and women who
go forth from this place to their responsibilities
be continually aware that Thou art a God of justice who dost see
to the right, maintaining Thy Rule and
overthrowing all powers in
opposition to it.

Help us, 0 God, to be faithful to the whole legal tradition which lies
behind our understanding of law and justice in our day; to be ready
to deal with this tradition with critical
insight and boldness; and to be
courageous in the battle for that proper. balance between freedom and
order, apart from which we can not live and flourish in accordance
with Thy Will.
Unless the Lord builds the
it labor in vain.
Unless the Lord watches
man

stays awake in

house,

over

the

those who build

city, the

watch

vam.

Amen.

Delivered by Dean W alter Harrelson of the University of
Chicago
Divinity School at the groundbreaking for the new Law School

Building.
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Immediately after
to

Chancellor Kimpton opens the

groundbreaking

3

the

[ormal

ce1'emony, the

steam

shovel goes

work.

ceremony.

The enthusiastic groundbreakers are, left to right, E.
Douglas
Schwantes, President of the Chicago Bar Association, Barnabas
Sears, President of the Illinois State Bar Association, Charles
Rhyne, President of the American Bar Association, Lawrence
A. Kimpton, Chancellor of the
University, Hon. Charles Davis,
JD'31, Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of Illinois, and
Glen A. Lloyd, JD'23, Chairman of the Board of Trustees
of
the University of Chicago.

the
the

groundbreaking
Dining

Glen A.

ceremony,

a

luncheon

was

held in

Hall of Burton Court.

Lloyd, JD'23, Chairman of the Board of
University, presided and spoke briefly

Trustees of the

about the past achievements of the School and the
great assistance the new building would provide in

out its program for the future. Dean Levi
discussed the School's current opportunities and prob

carrying
On December

5, 1957,

ground was broken for con
struction of the new Law Building. The
Building,
which will face on the south side of the Midway, will
connect with Burton-Judson Residence Halls on the
west, and will immediately adjoin the national head
quarters of the American Bar Association on the east.
The result will be a Center for the Law without

parallel

in the nation.

The brief ceremonies
invocation

by

at

the site

opened

sity Divinity School. That

invocation

is

elsewhere in this issue of the Record.

Kimpton
in

then asked all those

turning

gathering

a

with

an

Dean Walter Harrelson of the Univer

spadeful

were

present

to

reprinted
Chancellor

join

with him

of earth. Included in the

large

alumni, Faculty, University officials,

students and other friends of the School.

Following

lems, and introduced

a

representative group

of guests.

Charles

Rhyne, President of the American Bar Asso
closed
the program with an address which is
ciation,
in this issue of the Record.
elsewhere
printed
The

Building will provide, among other facil
ities, ample lounge and exhibit space, a spacious
Library Reading Room, stack space for 300,000 books,
a
large number of Faculty and research offices, four
new

classroom and five seminar

of various sizes,
administrative offices,

rooms

a

a
courtroom,
auditorium,
aid suite, rooms for the Law Review, a con
ference room, student study rooms, stack carrels, and

an

legal

variety of
expectation,
a

other
based

special

facilities. It is the current

contractor's estimates, that the
Law School will be installed in the new
building for
the Autumn Quarter of 1959.
on

JOHN P. WILSON
1844-1922

My Father was born on a farm in Whiteside County,
Illinois, in 1844, the fifth of thirteen children. He was of
Scotch descent and his was the first generation born in
this country. From an early age he did such work as he
could on the farm and attended the country school in
Morrison, Illinois. He was of delicate and frail physique,
and was often made uncomfortable by his older brothers
because he lacked physical strength. When he was nine
one of his brothers drove an ax into the end of
and told Father he would give him a nickel if
he could work it out. This was more than sufficient incen
tive and the work began with determination. The ax was
successfully loosened and in giving it the final shove he
fell forward and split his right kneecap on the blade. This
accident doubtless changed the entire course of his life.
No adequate medical or surgical services were available
and he was confined to his bed for two years in the kitchen

years
a
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old,

log

of the farm house which was the only place warm enough
for a child so ill. Here he was nursed and cared for by
his Mother who inspired in him the desire to read and
realizing he would be unfit for farm work he prepared
himself from then on for mental achievement.
At the end of this two year period his right leg had

permanently stiff at a right angle.
I might add in passing that on the 50th anniversary of
his accident there was a family gathering at which my
Father was presented with a small golden cup in celebra
tion of what he was pleased to say was the foundation of

become

whatever success he had.
In 1861 he entered Knox

College

and

graduated with the

Class of '65.
I found among his

the

college papers three essays

following titles:
"Unity of Purpose-A
"Industry"

bearing

Condition of Success"

"In Government as Elsewhere Knowledge is Power"
These titles further disclose his fundamental beliefs.
Above all, he followed the title "Unity of Purpose." Once
he decided on the law, all else was subservient.
Among my Father's papers are essays and other memo
randa written during his college career which, in spite of
his singleness of purpose, clearly show that he led a nor
mally versatile life, entering into all the activities except
those which were physical. He wrote several plays of a
humorous character and took part in many debates.
Most of the time he cooked his own meals and was a
diligent student, although I am sure he was not a grind.
He had the keenest possible sense of humor which stayed
with him throughout his life.
After graduating from college, he taught for two years

preparatory academy at Galesburg. His subjects
mathematics and history.
In 1867 he came to Chicago with the definite purpose of
meeting the challenge of a large city. He knew no one

in the
were

primarily

McIlvaine, who had previously run a
except Mr. John
on the Mississippi River where Grandfather
store
general
Wilson traded. He took Father in which proved to be
the greatest blessing of his life because his association
with the family resulted in his marriage to Mr. Mcllvaine's
D.

daughter.
Upon reaching Chicago Father secured employment as
a law clerk and errand boy. He also had a, job as a teacher
in night school. His regular program was to work in the

law office during the day, teach night school, and then read
law. He started with Vol. 1 of the Illinois Supreme Court
Reports and read them all. Fortunately there were only
45 volumes at that time, and it may be this was one of the
earliest instances of studying law by the case system.
One of his letters of introduction from a friend in Gales
burg discloses that Father was admitted to the Bar some
time in 1867 before he came to Chicago. I remember his
telling me that in those days an applicant for admission

the Bar was introduced to a sitting Judge upon adjourn
of court. The Judge without leaving the Bench
asked the candidate only a few oral questions generally
relating to pleading, which at that time was highly im
portant and technical. This shows one of the great changes
which has taken place in this regard.
Except for his association with certain firms for a short
period after his arrival in Chicago, Father practiced alone
practically all of the time until the early 1880s when his
younger brother, Thomas R. Wilson, joined him under
the firm name of J. P. and T. R. Wilson. T. R. died in
1885 and the following year Mr. Nathan G. Moore joined
my Father. In 1892 Mr. William B. McIlvaine came into
the firm which was successively known as Wilson & Moore;
Wilson, Moore & McIlvaine; and in 1920, as Wilson, Me
Ilvaine, Hale and Templeton.
During the 1870s and 1880s the practice of law was
to

ment

fundamentally
specialized in

today. Practically no one
subject-everyone undertook

different from
any

given

whatever character of business came to him. This was
certainly Father's experience. In the late sixties and early
seventies Chicago was in the throes of making many im
provements by special assessments. A great number of
objections were filed by property owners. At this time
Father was employed to contest a certain special assess
ment. He had no other practice and devoted his entire time
to the preparation of his objections and the moment that it
was possible to file them he did, to the great amazement
and amusement of the other lawyers who never filed their
objections until the last moment, each seeking to take
advantage of what the other men had done. The result

that many of them copied Father's objections with
very real success. Many an assessment was defeated where
Father represented the objectors. The result was that he
shortly had a tremendous number of clients for whom he
filed objections. In the case of the Town of Lake View,
where he lived, he defeated so many assessments that they
finally elected him town attorney.
I found among Father's papers an old printed receipt
which disclosed that his volume of assessment work was
so large his regular going rate for charges was one percent
The particular bill I
on the amount of the assessment.
was

refer to was for forty-five cents.
Father also tried many jury cases during the first twenty
years of his practice. During that period he tried
cases almost every day, consulted with clients during the
noon hour instead of eating luncheon, and examined an

jury

abstract of title
at home.

to

real

estate

practically

every

evening

Early in his practice he had a couple of admiralty cases
and thought favorably of specializing in that branch of
the law, until the captain of a ship which had been in a
collision came to him. Father asked him to tell him the
facts. The captain responded: "You tell me what you
want to know and I will tell you." That was the last
conference in admiralty law that my Father ever had.
Father's

daily

program,

to

which I have referred,

was

The University
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so strenuous that in 1888, when he was only 44 years old,
he had a severe nervous breakdown and heart trouble.
The doctors advised him that he would probably never be
able to work again. As soon as he was satisfied that the
doctors had practically abandoned his case, he decided to
act on his own with every intention of regaining his health
and going on with his practice. He applied to a banker
friend for a substantial loan. He stated his situation that
he had no security for the loan, that he proposed
take
half the money and with his wife go abroad and live there
until he was entirely well. The balance would be used to

to

support his family during his absence. Amazingly enough
the banker had confidence in him and lent him the money.
My Father spent several months abroad during which time
he never even read an American newspaper. He gradually
took exercise and went through an established regime of
his own. At the end of that time he returned to Chicago
tremendously improved and started to work once more.
At first he only worked half a day and never at any time
after 4: 30 in the afternoon. He had scarcely returned to
the city when he was asked to prepare the papers incor
porating the World's Columbian Exposition, which he did
and acted as counsel for the Fair.
From that time on my Father's practice developed rap
idly. He was one of the pioneers in the drafting of 99 year
leases and was one of the few in the early days who had a
large volume of work in this branch of the law. During
all this time he was still busy examining abstracts of title.
It had not yet become the practice to rely on guarantee

Just prior

never

tried

in court

a

on

jury
the

of international importance and I believe a
of first impression in the courts. The AP was im
mediately dissolved as an Illinois corporation. It moved
to New York where Mr. Francis Lynde Stetson and my
Father reincorporated it under the New York law as a
cooperative association, and incorporated under the Mem
bership Corporation Law. It was not a profit making
was

case

chancery

a

subject

company,

strictly cooperative, paying

its expenses

by

as

levied upon its members. It was practically on
the basis of a social club to which you could not belong
unless you were elected. It operated for many years on
this basis but finally in 1945 was held by the Supreme
Court of the United States to be violative of the Sherman
Anti- Trust law.
My Father's services were frequently sought in matters
of public interest. There were a number of important ones
of this character, such as the Sanitary District case. As
you well know, this involved the question of the sanitation
of the entire city of Chicago. The Board of Trustees of
the Sanitary District was organized in pursuance of the
Act entitled: "AN Act to create sanitary districts and to
and Illinois Rivers."
remove objects in the DesPlaines
Subsequently the Board of Trustees passed an ordinance
providing for the issuance and sale of bonds of the Sani
tary District of Chicago. Almost immediately a bill was
filed on behalf of a resident of Cook' County and an owner
of both real and personal property wherein it was asserted
that the statute was invalid and unconstitutional, as well
as the ordinance, and asked that a decree be entered en
joining the Trustees of the Sanitary District from issuing
the bonds or causing any general tax to be levied and any
other relief which might be appropriate. The sole issue
raised in the court below and in the Supreme Court was
whether a municipal corporation, such as the Sanitary Dis
trict, could have its boundaries in part at least super
imposed over another municipal corporation-in this case,
sessments

-

Among his longest corporate associations were Marshall
Field & Company, which he incorporated in 1901 and
acted as counsel during the entire balance of his life, and
International Harvester Company, where he acted as con
sulting counsel from about 1901 to his death.
One of his most interesting experiences was with the
Associated Press. Victor F. Lawson, the owner of the
Daily News, engaged Father to incorporate and organize
the Associated Press. This was accomplished in 1893 and
the original incorporation was for profit under the laws
of Illinois. There were stockholders and also members.
The contracts between the several newspapers in the Asso
ciation were very strenuous with reference to the distribu
tion of news to any paper which was not a member of the
Association. Several of the member newspapers com
plained that the Interocean was breaching its contract by
selling and buying news to and from a rival. Before the
complaints could be carried before the Board of Directors
of the AP, the Interocean filed a bill in the Circuit Court
of Cook County asking for an injunction against the AP
stopping it from cancelling its membership and contract
agreement. The case finally reached the Supreme Court
of Il1inois which held that the injunction should issue for
the reason that the AP was impressed with a public inter
est and had to make available to any newspaper the news
that it gathered regardless of the terms of any contract
between the several newspapers constituting the AP. This

on his father.
Mr.
Professor Allison Dunham, who intro

matter

after 1888 but he was fre
side.
He had a wide experience in the drafting of wills and
trusts and in various corporate matters. He had a rare
facility for turning from one thing to another and ap
parently becoming rather an outstanding expert in each
subject in turn. Many of the prominent and wealthy citi-.
zens of Chicago became his clients in addition to which
he had an active practice on behalf of various corporations.
He

John P. Wilson's lecture

duced him.

policies.

quently

to Mr.

Wilson is shown with

,

the
not

City of Chicago-and still remain a separate entity and
subject to the limitations with reference to bonding

power, etc.

the

imposed

upon the other

municipality-again,

City of Chicago.
Continued

on

page 25
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Some

Observations About

Off-Center

Our Tax

s.ystem

A Talk delivered

by Walter J. Blum, Professor of Law)
University of Chicago Law School at a Tax Institute
sponsored by New York University.
My
was

function at this Institute needs to be defined. I

asked

to

speak

on

limitations: I

to two

any

was

topic of

my

talk

not to

on

choice, subject
any

procedural

substantive aspect of federal taxation, since the
mention of the name of any case or the num
ber of any Code section would almost certainly clash
or

mere

jurisdiction of some other speaker. And I
was to confine
myself to remarks appropriate to this
dinner
session of the Institute. To com
opening day,
with
this
latter requirement, I turned to
ply strictly
as a
precedent
guide. You can well guess my initial
reaction upon finding that in previous years the spot
with the

private enterprise society is far from easy. In fact, the
more
penetrating the analysis of it, the more difficult
While these
is the defense of steep progression.
studies might not demonstrate that progressive taxa
tion is wrong in principle for our type of society, they

might well
application.
sion has

serve

brake enthusiasm in

to

To the extent that the

case

weaknesses, the reasonable

tate to

go
Another

man

pushing

its

for progres
might hesi

with it far.

along

sign pointing

in the

direction is the

same

apparent decline in political fervor for redistribution
of wealth and income. In large part our present pro

gression

is

This

ties.

on more

outgrowth

an

movement

economic

of the New Deal of the thir

put together

equality

as'

a

a

heavy emphasis
goal and some

social

I now occupy was reserved for entertainment, and
that my nearest predecessors appear to have been a
professional ventriloquist and a renowned fortune

teller.
was

Naturally

I

began

precisely

reputation among my hosts-considering that
as
you might know, somewhat closely associ

my

I am,

ated with another annual

tax

conference.

I realized that these prece

by
perfectly sound. The fortune teller
ventriloquist surely are the proper motifs for

and

be discussed, but

not

But

dents

the

to wonder what

time went

as

were

occasion

on

which

taxes

are

to

this

close range and not in a practical vein. What could
be more in order tonight than a few peeks into the
at

ball-a la the fortune

crystal

in the next ten years, and

a

teller-regarding

taxation

report thereon-a la the

ventriloquist-which might just occasionally

to

seem

have been delivered out of the side of the mouth?

My

role

is thus clear.

tonight
which is

statement

represent the

forthcoming

views of my

In it, of course,

does not

the

degree
nificantly.
There

necessarily

hosts, the government, the

expect

a

rates; the interesting question is whether
of progressivity of the tax will change sig

are

signs today

that the crest of

passionate analysis
societv, and the

closely

progressive

our

In the last few years there has been

and

of the role of

case

critically.

a

revival of dis

progression

in

our

for it has been re-examined
The predominant note in these

studies has been that the

case

for

spurious

economics

progression

in

a

according

of income would tend

to

to which

appeared, they
surface the

ity

as

by

any

means

are

..

political goal.

a

Still another

sign

is the

rockets and satellites,
continuous

or

our

growing
country

sense

that, despite

is not faced with

permanent military emergency. If the
parent of our present steep progres

both W orId Wars

justify

notion
a

a

one

sion, national emergency is the other. Finance

strong

dis

in vogue; and on the
longer
seems to be true of economic
equal

no

same

equalization

promote prosperity. While

these economic doctrines have not

New Deal is

country has passed and that we might
considerable relaxation in its application.

taxation in

ceremony, Bryce Hamilton,
are shown with Professor

after the groundbreaking

JD'28 and Frank]. Madden, JD'22,
Emeritus E. W. Putt kammer, '17.

anv

Corning Glass Company, or even myself.
My first glance into the tax future raises an unmis
takable image of the highly progressive character of
I feel on perfectly safe ground in
our income tax.
that
our income tax will continue to feature
foreseeing

graduated

Just

in

provides
the

high degree

during

evidence that there is

a

community that emergencies
progression. As the feeling

of

of emergency recedes, is it not reasonable to expect
that this support for continued high progression
would diminish?
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of these

glimpse
signs

into the

turn out to
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future, however, all three

lieve that this has not

be

change of attitudes toward steep
An exploratory investigation conducted

misleading. Steep

pro

likely to be with us for some time to come.
To begin with, the more careful re-analyses of the
case for
progression do not appear to have reached
or interested a wide audience. A
prime illustration of
this is to be found by a perusal of the text books now
in" use at the college level (as well as the high school
level). When they deal with the problem of allo
cating the tax burden among the people, most of
them state the case for progression in a loose, uncrit
ical manner. In many instances progression is equated
with equity on the basis of some overgeneralized and
unexamined notion of ability-to-pay. Frequently there
is an endorsement of
progression on the ground of
gression

Law School

of Chicago

is

by

been

necessarily

accompanied
progression.

a

of

versity

Law School indicated

Chicago
comprehend

who

people

the Uni

by

that, among

what a progressive rate
who approve of progression, only a
think of progression as accomplishing

structure is and

small
a

minority

redistribution of income.

about

progression

tion and

The great

in terms of

of it

approved

some

this

on

majority think

ability-to-pay no
ground. In other

words, the widespread foundation for progression
to

seems

be divorced from

rather from

to stem

ideals and

equalitarian

view that money has

a

the last dollar of the richer

ing utility-that
important

be less

produce

or

him than the last dollar of
This

be taken to

might
equalitarianism

as

a

affect the support for

a

declin

will
less satisfactions for
not so

someone

suggest

man

that

a

wealthy.

decline in

political goal would not even
progression. Such a view of the

relationship, however,

is too

The

simple.

exploratory

investigation also indicated, roughly, that those who
advocated progression as an equalitarian measure
favored a steeper degree of progression than those
who favored it

on some
ability-to-pay basis. If this
correctly captures the situation, it is possible that a
decline in equalitarianism as an ideal would be re
flected in a lessening of support for very steep
pro

gression.
The effect

on
progression of a diminution in the
of
national
feeling
emergency likewise is easily over
estimated. So long as the total tax burden remains

virtually

the

The creation of the new Law Building has required, and will
require, the help and encouragement of a great many people,
as the
picture above symbolizes.

it has been the
tem

which is impliedly accepted as a
without any adequate supporting analysis.
I am not under the illusion that what
appears in
school books is likely to be of political importance.

equalitarianism

good

In the

long

youth

in school

sions

in

moreover,

run,

however, the values
are

bound

to

have

we

impress

political doctrines.
they can serve as an instrument

progressive

ten

taxation is

today

for

meas

was

even

economic

equality
political goal
as
regards the future of progression. Even assuming
such a decline has really taken place-and the assump
as

a

a

also showed that there is

experi

gency

a

feeling about the existence of an emer
likely to have a bearing on progression only
accompanied by a material reduction in total

change

in

is

if it is
taxes.

likewise should not be over-rated

tion is at least doubtful-there may be

reason

But it would be
cause

about where it

twenty years ago.
The apparent decline in greater
or

revenue

Our Law School

very wide
acceptance of the status quo in distributing the bur
den, whatever the status quo happens to be. Thus

on

uring the penetration of ideas in various directions
in our society. By this standard, education
pertaining
to

study

of the sys

when

significantly only

have been modified.

goals

progressivity

some

repercus
In the short run,

our

that the

case

has been altered

mental
an

unlikely that the alloca
changed substantially. Historically

same, it is most

tion of it will be

to be-

taxes became

simple-minded
more

to

progressive

think that be
with the

emer

gency, the lesser degree of progression which existed
beforehand will be restored afterwards. Several forces
work against such symmetry. First, it is unlikely all
will agree that the emergency is
any particular time. People differ

ception

of the

fronted.
was

only

military

threat with which

we

are con

Second, for some persons the emergency
an excuse for
heightening progression; they

would have advocated it then

they

completely over at
widely in their per

will continue to do

so.

on

other

Third,

grounds,
people

most

and
ap-
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have

parently

one

standard for

applying

their

ability

to-pay ideas to tax increases, and another to tax re
ductions. The experimental work at the Law School
is

again

thought

suggestive here. We. asked people what they
was
the fairest way of allocating a given

increase in tax burden

necessitated

by

a

national

emergency; and then later we asked them a compa
rable question about tax reduction at the end of the
In the

emergency.

of

of

respondents,
imposed on upper income
substantially larger than the share of
assigned to them. Ability-to-pay appar
case

most

our

the share of the increase

families

was

the reduction

has

ently
finally,

a

long

The burden of

persuasion

those who wish to
that
In
I

previously
reporting

am

not

that I foresee the continuation of

in effect has

return to

been shifted

the distribution of taxes

prevailed.

capital gains.

remotely suggesting

progression,

that there

inevitable forces at work here which cannot be

are
con

preferential

have

treat

part this vision is tied up

In

with the past and future of progression.
have been willing to legislate a steeply

While

we

progressive

been

willing to accept
such progression without providing escape hatches;
and favorable treatment for capital gains has been
income tax,

the most

never

important way

much

come

we

Unless

out.

serious about

more

tribution of income

we

to

were

effectuating

be

redis

a

taxation, it is highly prob
able that in the future these same conditions will

through

obtain.
But continued
seems

surtax
sure,

ing

a

for

a

most
a

special

likelihood

a

rates

were

for capital gains
progressivity of our

treatment

if the

even

moderated.

substantially

To

be

there has been considerable talk about arrang
kind of political deal by which the elimination

of various

this look into the future of

even

to

for

ment

decided one-directional bias. Fourth and

duration of the emergency seems to
have established steep progression as a kind of norm.
the

Vol. 7, No.1

would be

preferential provisions

reduction in surtax rates.

This

swapped
thinking seems

imagine who would be in
representative capacity for pur

unrealistic. I cannot

position

to act in

a

trolled. On the contrary, it should only be concluded
that mitigation of our high progressivity will require

poses of such a bargain. Furthermore, those who are
the principal beneficiaries of the capital gain provi

a

considerably greater educational effort. If less pro
is to prevail, more persons will have to be
brought to face up to the redistributional impact of
progression, to the desirability of continuously coerc
ing economic equality, and to the emptiness of the
idea that differential taxes can be meaningfully set
on the basis of
ability-to-pay, which is little more than
a
slogan.
My second glance into the future brings the subject
of capital gains into focus.

sions

gression

better off

It is with considerable

understand that, dollarwise, they are far
than they would be under any conceiv
able reduction in surtax rates in the near future. And

only

surely

now

the most naive would fail to
haven is

that the

from pro
present capital gain
nounced change than are the regular rates of tax,
which (despite any implied compact of the moment)
can

ing

always

secure

be raised in the future without confront

technical

or

conceptual

confidence, but also regret,

difficulties.
Continued

Dean Levi introduces

groundbreaking.
Committee

visible at

Laird Bell, JD'07, Hon. LLD'53, former Chairman of the Board
of Trustees of the Unioersitq of Chicago, Hon. Jacob Braude,
JD'20, and Moses Levitan, JD'13, ;oin in the groundbreaking.

appreciate

more

for

right

guests

Thomas R.
the Edward

center.

at

the luncheon

Mulroy, JD'28,
Douglass White

on

page 26

following

Chairman
Lecture

the

of the
Hall, is
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Meltzer

on

Pension
Senator John
committee

legislation,

re

pension plans. Professor Meltzer, after
were received, was invited to
at the hearings on the pending bills. After his
testify
testimony on July 1, 1957, Professor Meltzer prepared
a
supplemental memorandum for the sub-committee.
Because of the widespread interest in the legislation
involved, Professor Meltzer's memorandum is (except
for the introductory paragraph) reproduced below,
following a summary of his oral testimony.
In his testimony, Professor Meltzer emphasized the
need for avoiding legislation which would produce
an
unmanageable l1WSS of reports, but at the same
time he questioned the basis for the various exemp
tions from comprehensive disclosure regulation em
and

his written comments

bodied in the various bills. He pointed also to the
practical and legal obstacles to the enforcement of
fiduciary obligations by private litigation, and he
urged that federal legislation should go beyond dis
closure requirements and should prohibit transactions
incompatible with fiduciary standards. He suggested
that the penal provisions of the pending bills which
do this

sought to
how they

were

vague and indicated

unduly

could be made

He

recom

mended also that

should be

supple

mented

civil suits in the

more

specific.

penal provisions
by provisions authorizing

courts on the part of both the enjorcement
agency and the aggrieved beneficiaries. Finally, he
presented the reasons for making the Securities and

federal

Exchange Commission,

rather than the

Secretary of

Labor, the enforcement agency.
In his

supplemental

memorandum

Professor

Meltzer

stated:
on

1

July

emphasized

both the sub

stantial administrative difficulties involved in
disclosure

regulations

the effectiveness

and the

of such

reasons

regulation

for

standards.

explicitly challenge
disclosure
a

total

on

the

regulatory

I did not,

desirability

the motion of

non

of

general
doubting

unless it

supplemented by provisions incorporating
menting fiduciary

of

and

was

imple

however,

comprehensive

-exempt plans,

as

part

program.

I feel it appropriate to supplement my testimony
because further consideration has persuaded me that
such automatic disclosure is probably not necessary

for effective
concentrated

fiduciary

( 1) Prohibitions against specified violations of fiduciary
standards, implemented by both criminal sanctions and civil
actions in the federal courts;

(2) Provisions requiring adequate and accurate disclosure to
beneficiaries, implemented by criminal sanctions and injunctive
relief at the request of the enforcing agency;
( 3) Provisions authorizing the enforcing agency
(a) by regulation to prescribe record-keeping require
ments

regulation
on

and that

legislation

which

the definition and enforcement of

standards would be

a

preferable

alternative.

for health and welfare

plans;

(b) by regulation, subject to veto by either House of
Congress, to prohibit additional classes of transac
tions deemed incompatible with fiduciary standards;
(c) to call for comprehensive reports from, to subpoena
and/or to inspect the books and records of, or per
taining to, particular welfare and pension plans se
lected

by

the agency.

foregoing proposals would, I believe, have the
following advantages over the general and automatic
The

disclosure

pending

provisions

which

are

a

central feature of

bills:

( 1) They would avoid the logical and political difficulties
raised by exemptions which are deemed necessary to keep the
enforcement

job manageable,

but which

are

highly

contro

versial.
more directly and effectively attack the
problem of misconduct by fiduciaries.
( 3) They would involve less cost to the government and to
properly managed plans, which presumably represent the over
whelming majority of all plans of any type.

(2) They would

central

Before I examine the merits of

regulation
above,

it

general

and the alternative pro g r
is appropriate that I make

a m

disclosure

outlined

explicit

my

assumptions concerning the primary purposes of the
contemplated legislation. I assume these purposes to
be: (1) the deterrence of misconduct, i.e., malfea
sance, by fiduciaries; (2) provision for adequate and
accurate disclosure to beneficiaries; and (3) the en
forcement of appropriate criminal and civil sanctions
against delinquent fiduciaries. I assume, moreover,

pending bills are not designed to insure wise,
distinguished from honest, administration. They
are, for example, not directed at achieving actuarial
soundness in pension plans or wise investment policies.
I consider this limitation of the legislative purpose
desirable, and I will not extend this memorandum by
examining the many problems involved.
I exclude also from the legislative purposes the
collection of comprehensive data concerning the
general impact of welfare and pension plans on em
ployee-employer relationships or on our economic life
generally. This is not to deny that such data might
be interesting and useful and might have implications
for public policy. Nevertheless, the data necessary
for such purposes can be collected by means which
much less costly than. dis clos ure regulation.
are
Furthermore, the collection of such data generally
that the
as

My testimony

alternative program would contain the
elements, which are developed more fully

below:

quested Professor Bernard D. Meltzer, of the Law
School, to comment on various bills for the regulation
of welfare

an

following

the Senate Sub

of

and Pension

9

Law School

Such

Welfare and
Legislation

Chairman

Kennedy,
Welfare

on

of Chicago
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proves more useful if it is prompted by specific prob
lems rather than by the vague hope that the informa
tion will come in handy. Finally, any
attempt to use

disclosure

regulation

for the collection of

comprehen
objective of using

sive

data would clash with the

such

regulation for the purpose of promoting proper
by fiduciaries. This is true because the polic

conduct
of

fiduciaries, if the administrative burden is to
kept manageable, requires the narrowing of cover
age so as to exempt plans in which danger of abuse

ing
be
is

whereas the accumulation of

negligible,

data demands

complete

coverage. For these
reasons, in the discussion which follows, disclosure
requirements and alternatives thereto will be tested
solely by their probable contribution to the observance
of fiduciary standards; any collateraL benefits
arising
from the availability of comprehensive data
regarding
welfare and pension plans will be
disregarded.

comprehensive

which relies largely on general dis
closure requirements involves two fundamental diffi
culties. The first, which has been a
principal concern
of the Committee, is the need for exemptions with
three characteristics: ( 1) They must be

Legislation

numerically

significant
tive costs

be

to

avoid either

enormous administra
of reports, most of which cannot
examined. (2) They should be based on

so as

or a mass

carefully

principles

with

rational

relationship to the legisla
plans should be an
probability of fiduciary
abuse is low both in relation to
non-exempt plans
and as an absolute matter. (3)
Finally, the exemp
tions must, of course, command the
necessary political
support. The second difficulty of disclosure regulation,
which has apparently been of less concern to the
a

tive purposes, i.e., the
exempted
identifiable class in which the

Committee,

the

is

regulation,

even

made and

an

adequate enforcement staff provided,
significantly advance the legislative purposes.

would
I turn

uncertainty as to whether such
though appropriate exemptions are

now to a

As my

discussion of each of these difficulties.

testimony indicated,

contemplated by
ministration

bill)

whether it is

each of the

the various bills
involves

a

exemptions

(except

serious

the Ad

question

as

to

related to the legislative pur
need to repeat my testimony, but

largest single class of plans and are usually
solely by the employer. For this reason,

administered

my comments
tion

for

concerning

the level-of-benefit exemp
applicable to the exemption

large
employer-administered plans contemplated by

are

to

a

extent

S. 1813.

Fiduciary
gations

misconduct disclosed

has been concentrated in

by

recent investi

jointly-administered

a

hand. John

Leary, Library of the

Cromwell

the American Bar Foundation, R. E. Dokmo, Presi
Burdette-Smith. Company, and Don Hyndman, Director

dent of
of Public Relations for the American Bar Association.

plans which, at present, generally provide, not for a
specified level of benefits, but for a specified level of
expenditure. Despite this fact, a statutory exemption
for level-of-benefit plans seems unwarranted, for the
following reasons: First, such investigation involved
level-of-benefit plans administered by large, respected
and publicly exposed companies, such as General
Motors. The result of such investigation plainly can
not properly be viewed as a certificate of
good char
acter for all such plans.
such
Secondly,
plans are
the
to
such
as
abuses,
susceptible
split commissions,
and

kickbacks, which have occurred in other kinds of
plans. And a flat statutory exemption for level-of
benefit plans might well generate pressure by strong
and unscrupulous union officials to transform existing
or

future

plans

so

as

to

bring

the

into

exemption

play. If such pressure proved successful, a statutory
exemption would on practice operate to exempt plans
and administrators

templated

when the

quite different
exemption was

from those

con

embodied in the

statute.

rationally

poses. There is no
I do wish to supplement my discussion of the
pro
posed exemption for level-of-benefit plans. Such plans,
according to the Committee's data, constitute by far
the

The ABA lends

Library of

It is true, of course, that
centive to

keep

an

employer

has

an

in

the cost of the level-of-benefit

plans
"employer" is an abstraction which
particular employees may not be
averse to
feathering their personal nests. Further
more, the "employer's" incentive operates only as to
his actual costs, as opposed to his ostensible costs. He
has no incentive, for example, to forego kickbacks and
the like so long as they go back to the enterprise. On
low. But the term
obscures the fact

the contrary, he may have an incentive to arrange for
such transactions in order to inflate the ostensible
costs

of

of the benefits. This is true because the

specified

benefits

are

in effect

costs

wages, and the total
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when they provide the level-of-benefits contracted
for. This attitude is inconsistent both with employers'
insistence in other contexts that

fringe

costs

in

are

from wage costs and with the incon
trovertible proposition that employees are entitled to
know the level of their wages. In view of the fore

distinguishable

going considerations, level-of-benefit plans,

exempted

from the

duty to disclose
be exempted from

even

if

the govern

to

a
ment, should not
requirement
of adequate disclosure to the beneficiaries of the plans.
On the basic issue raised by the level of benefit

exemption, the probability

of malfeasance in admin

istration, it is, I believe, fair

templated exemptions,
support

the basis of

on

to

say that of all

it has the

strongest

investigations

con

claim to

thus far.

But

the

investigation obviously did not consider the pos
sibility that strong and unscrupulous elements in the
labor movement might exert effective pressure to

In Burton

Lounge after the groundbreaking, Charles Rhyne,
President of the American Bar Association, R. E. Dokmo, Presi
dent of Burdette-Smith Company, Barnabas Sears, President

of

the benefits of this

secure

the Illinois State Bar Association, Erwin Roemer, of the Law
School Visiting Committee, Walter T. Fisher, '17, and Maurice

Shanberg, JD'26.

of-benefit
of such actual

ostensible

factor in

such

bargaining negotiations. High costs, actual
ostensible, will provide arguments against re

that

or

will be

costs

a

increases in the level of benefits or the level
of conventional wages. Since the ostensible costs are
wages, the employees are entitled to an

quested

adequate quid

pro quo in the form of benefits which are not diluted
by excessive commissions, kickbacks, and the like. In
connection with the
incentive,
employer's cost
it should also be noted that

cutting
companies making

cents

per-hour contributions also have an incentive, albeit
a more indirect
one, to get the most for their money
in the form of
employee benefits. Benefits attract and
hold efficient
eration in

a

employees
period like

vigorous competition
more,

the

a

-

not

unimportant

consid

the present when there is
for such employees. Further

employer's cost-cutting

incentive,

even

its

effectiveness, does not achieve one of the
of
objectives the proposed legislation, namely fair and
assuming

adequate
Under

amended,

disclosure

the

to

the

Nat ion

an

employer

requested by
furnish data

collective

a

as

union
to

a

I

employees.
Labor Relations

is, of

Act,

as

obliged, when
representing his employees, to
course,

actual costs where that is relevant

bargaining negotiations. But this obliga
tion is plainly not the same as an
obligation to make
periodic reports to the employees concerning the costs
and the benefits under a plan. This difference is
underscored by the increasing tendency toward longer
term collective bargaining
agreements. Furthermore,
have
employers
apparently resisted demands for dis
closure on the ground that their duty is discharged
to

for

improper

plans.

plans

For these reasons, the

from disclosure

exemption

of

regulation
grounds
questionable.
The foregoing objections to the "level-of-benefit"
exemption have been urged by organized labor, whose
opposition may, of course, defeat any legislation. Such
opposition is, doubtlessly, reinforced by the fear that

collective
or

exemption

purposes. And, as already indicated, the investigations
were limited, and the abuses
they disclosed in other
could
and
have
occur,
occurred, in level
plans
may
rests

on

are

such

exemption

an

plication

would involve the distasteful im

that abuses result

sole administrators of
.

their administration.

only when unions are the
plans or jointly participate in

As my

testimony indicated, the
practical political problems resulting from such oppo
sition

matter on which the Committee needs no
from outsiders. Nevertheless, it is
significant
that one consequence of such
opposition may be legis
lative proposals for disclosure regulation so
compre
hensive in their coverage that they would involve the
dilemma of either an
unmanageahle mass of
are a

comment

reports

mammoth and very
Such a dilemma would, for

cr

a

costly enforcement staff.
example, appear to be the

necessary result of the enactment of the Administra
tion bill, which does not provide for
at
any

exemption

all.

Such

part

on

possibilities reinforce more fundamental
considerations indicating that the disclosure
regula
tion contemplated
may, in the context of pension and
welfare plans, be the wrong way to attack the
problem
of fiduciary abuse.
Disclosure requirements alone obviously do not
prohibit improper transactions. All they do is to make
them known. Their effect as a deterrent depends in
the

sense

wise engage in

of shame of those who would other

improprieties

and in part

on

Continued

the effecon
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The Class

Bowdoin

of I960

this autumn, the Law School welcomed an
entering class drawn from a wide variety of geographic
and

backgrounds
tions.

undergraduate

educational institu

The total enrollment in the School is

now
ap
are
about
150
of
whom
entering
proximately 360,
students. There are thirty-six states and thirteen U. S.
territories and foreign countries represented in the

student

body;

these students have

School from 185 different

colleges

to

come

the Law

and universities.

colleges
represented

and universities

are:

University of Alabama
Albion

College
Conservatory
American University

American

of Music

Amherst

College
College
University of Arizona
Augustana College
Aurora College
Austin College
Baghdad Law School
Bard College
Barnard College
Bates College
Beloit College
Antioch

University

Southern

Davidson

University of Dayton
Dennison

for

College

De Paul

College

University
De Pauw University
Doane College
Drew University
Earlham

School of Law

1958-59: Sheldon Lebold

of Chicago,
Brainard, of
of Anna, Illinois,
Towson, Maryland. Not shown are Jay Smyser of Portsmouth,
Ohio, and John Satter, of Sioux City, Iowa.
The Kosmerl Scholars

Ronald Finch,

College
College
College

Dartmouth

of Bonn

University
Boston University
Boston University

University
Brigham Young University
University of British Columbia
Brooklyn College
Brown University
University of Buffalo
University of California
Cairo University
Calvin College
Carleton College
Central State College
University of Chicago
City College of New York
Colby College
Colgate University
Colorado College
University of Colorado
Colorado University Law School
Columbia University
University of Connecticut
Cornell University
Culver-Stockton

of Berne

Birmingham

College

Brandeis

Again

The
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and

Charles

Elmhurst

College
College

The Commonwealth Fellows

for

1958-59:

left

to

right,

David

Casson, of England; William Twining, of Tanganyika; Robert
Carswell, of Northern Ireland; and James Wal'ih, of Australia.

The
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University of Chicago

Law School

Knox

College
College
La wrence College
Lincoln University

Emory University
University of Forthare
University of Frankfort
University of Geneva
George Washington University

George Washington

Lake Forest

London School of Economics

Law School

University of London
Loyola University

Georgetown University
University of Gottingen
University of Graz

Loyola School of Medicine
University of Leyden
Makerere College
Macalester College
University of Maine
Maryville College

Grinnell

College
College
Hampden-Sydney College
Harpur College
Hamilton

Harvard

University

Haverford

Mercer

University
University of Miami
University of Michigan
Michigan State University
University of Minnesota
University of Missouri
Morehouse College
Morningside College
Morton Junior College
National University of Mexico
University of Nebraska
University of New Mexico

College

University of Hawaii
Herzel Junior College
Hobart College
Holy Cross University
Hope College
Illinois College
University of Illinois
Illinois Institute of Technology
Indiana University
Institute of Chartered Accountants, London
Iowa State Teachers

13

College

New Mexico

University of Iowa
J ames Millikin University
John Carroll University
J ulliard School of Music
University of Kansas
University of Kansas City
Kenyon College

The members of the University of Chicago Law School chapter,
the John Marshall Chapter of Phi Delta Phi legal fraternity.

University
University

Military

Institute

of North Dakota
of North Carolina

North Park

College
University
Notre Dame University
Oberlin College

Northwestern

The Raymond Scholars for 1958-"59: Luther Harthun, of
Wayside, Wisconsin, Kenneth Howell of Birmingham, Alabama,

Amy Scupi, of Chicago,
California.

Mrs.

and Peter

Clarke, of Grossmont,

The Law School Record
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Ohi.o

St.

Wesleyan University

Joseph College
Mary of the Lake Seminary
St. Mary's College
St. Olaf College
Sampson College
Shimer College
University of the South
University of Southern Illinois
Southern Methodist University
University of Stockholm
Swarthmore College
Syracuse University
Talladega University
Temple University
Texas Christian University
Texas Western University
University of Toronto
Trinity College
Tufts College
Union Theological Seminary
United State Coast Guard Academy
Valparaiso University
Vanderbilt University

University of Oregon
Our

Lady

Oxford

St.

of Providence Seminar

University

Palos Verdes

College
University of Paris
University of Pennsylvania
Pepperdine College
University of Pittsburgh
Pomona College
Principia College
Princeton University
Providence College
Purdue University
Queens College
Reed

College

Rice Institute

University

of Rochester

Rockhurst

College
University
Rutgers University
St. Bonaventure University
St. John's Seminary
Roosevelt

Donald
Scholar.

Strickland, of Tacoma, Washington, the

Vol. 7, No.1

Wormser

Robert Martineau,

of Oconto, Wisconsin, the Blake Scholar.

The University
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University

of Vermont

University

of Vienna

University

of

Virginia

Wabash

College
Washington State College
Washington University
Wayne University
Wesleyan University

University of Western Australia
Western Kentucky State
Western Reserve University
Wheaton College
Whitman College
Whittier College
Wilson Junior College
University of Wisconsin
University of Wisconsin Law School
Wittenburg College

College of Wooster
Wright Junior College
The

Xavier
Yale

University
University

of Chicago

Law School
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The states, territories and foreign countries from which
the Schoo] currently has students are:
5

Alabama
California

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Colorado

.

.

.

.

.

5

..

3

,

6

Connecticut

Delaware

1

District of Columbia

4

Florida

3

Georgia

2

Illinois
89

Chicago
Outside of

44

Chicago

Indiana

13

Iowa

6

Kansas

4

Kentucky

2

Maine

4
3

Maryland
Massachusetts

12

Michigan

8

Minnesota

9

Missouri

7

Nebraska
New

3
12

Jersey

New Mexico

,

New York

North Carolina

3

North Dakota

1

Ohio

15

Oklahoma

2

Oregon
Pennsylvania

2

5

Rhode Island

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

2

..

South Dakota
Tennessee

2

.

..

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

2

..

.

Texas

3

Utah

2

5

Washington
Wisconsin

Foreign

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

..

Canada

1
,

1

,

1

Egypt
England
Germany

3
3

1

Cuam
Hawaii

Kareken, the Phi Sigma Delta Scholar.

6

Countries and U.S. Territories:

Australia

Francis

1

.44

<•••••

5

Iraq

2

Ireland

1

Jordan

1

Switzerland

1

Tanganyika
Uganda

1

1
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Legal
With the

Aid Clinic

opening

Mandel

of the Autumn

Aid Clinic

Quarter, the

Edwin

The Clinic,

being.
Legal
by University of Chicago law students, has
made possible through the generosity of Mr.
came

into

conducted
been

Edwin F. Mandel who has contributed $75,000 to the

Chicago for this purpose. A portion of
Mr. Mandel's gift will be used for the suite of rooms
in the new Law Building which will house the Clinic.
Mr. A. Conrad Olson, Jr. is chairman of the student
committee on the Edwin Mandel Legal Aid Clinic.
Forty-seven students are currently participating in the
legal aid work. Mr. Olson is a third year student from
University

of

Lakewood, Ohio; he did his undergraduate work
DePauw

The

at

University.

faculty committee on the Edwin Mandel Legal
composed of Professor Nicholas Katzen

Aid Clinic is

bach, chairman, and Professors Wilber Katz and
Francis Allen. In addition, Mr. Alex Elson, '28, has
quarters

Mr. Edwin F. Mandel, founder of the Edwin Mandel Legal
Aid Clinic at the University of Chicago Law School, Mr.
William Avery, President of United Charities, Dean Edward
Levi, and Mr. Arthur Young, Director of the Legal Aid Bureau

of United Charities,

at

the

opening of the temporary offices of

the Mandel Clinic.

an

appointment

adviser

as a

Association, housed

Bureau of the

Kimbark. Mr.

Legal

the

Faculty

Aid

offices.

committee

The three
on

Legal

Faculty
Aid.

members make up

Mr. C. Bouton

by

new

Legal
by

the creation

The

Aid Bureau has

the

Legal

Aid

South Branch Office at 63rd and

Henry J. Kaganiec

Office has been

the

in the American Bar Center.

close collaboration with the
been furthered

Professor Nicholas Katzenbach, Professor Wilber Katz, Richard
OrlikofJ, jD'49, Chairman of the Chicago Bar Association Legal
Aid Committee, and Professor Francis Allen at the opening of

for the Winter and

Spring
to the law faculty on the
special
operations and development of the Clinic.
The Edwin Mandel Legal Aid Clinic will develop
in close collaboration with the Legal Aid Bureau of
the United Charities and with the National Legal Aid
accepted

appointed

also

of the South Branch
as

Director of the

McDougal, Chairman, Legal Aid,

United Chari

ties, jD'32, Mr. Avery, Mr. Young, Henry Kaganiec, Lawyer in
charge of the Legal Aid Clinic, and Professor Nicholas Katzen
bach, Chairman of the Faculty Committee on the Legal Aid

Program.

The University
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Edwin Mandel

Arthur K.

Aid Clinic.

Legal

Young,

Director of the

planned to move the South
specially designed suite which

it is

of Chicago

17

Law School

According to Mr.
Legal Aid Bureau,

Branch Office into the

will house the Edwin

Mandel Clinic when the new law building is ready.
Close collaboration with the National Legal Aid
the acceptance by Mr.
Association is assured

through

Emery Brownell, Director, and Mr. Junius Allison,

Legal Aid Associa
advisory committee of dis

Associate Director, of the National

tion, of

membership
tinguished lawyers.

on an

Law and Outer
As

a

possible

Space

forerunner of the curricula of the

the Law School

of the

Haley,

Age

of

of the

future,

discussion of "The Law

sponsored a
Space." The speakers were Mr. Andrew
Washington, D. C. Bar, President of the

International Astronautical Federation and Chairman
and Dr. Welf Hein
of the American Rocket

Professor Max Rheinstein was recently awarded the honorary
Stockholm. The
degree of Doctor of Laws by the University of
Convocation at which the degree was
the
shows
above
picture
awarded.

SOciety,

rich, Prince of Hanover, who
at

Gottingen University

on

The Prince devoted the

wrote

his doctoral thesis

space law.

major part of

his presenta

tion to developing
analogy between space law
rules of international law
the
and
hand
one
on the
and
seas
the high
rights of passage in air
an

regarding

Mr. Haley discussed possible
space on the other.
for
standards
technical
drawing a line between the
areas in which the present rules of air law should

and

continue to

apply

approach is

needed.

areas

in which

an

entirely

new

Bigelow Fellows for 1958-59: Francis Reynolds, of Oxford;
Frank Engfelt, of the University of Utah; Candler Rogers, of
and
Emory University, Ronald Orloff, of Yale University,
shown
Not
the
Wallace Rudolph, of
University of Chicago.
are Nadia Benziger, of Oxford, Bernard Robbins, of Yale, and
Tan Wightwick, of Oxford.

Professor Rheinstein

at

the moment

of receiving his degree.

18
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International Association
Legal Science
During mid-September,
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Green, Martin, and Ellis, and toured the American
addition, delegates were guests of the

of

Bar Center. In

Law School at

the Law School

was

host to

a

Kalven, Jr., and

dinner

at

which Professors

Harry

Soia Mentschikoff discussed the

the Fifth Annual Conference of the International As

School's research in Law and the Behavioural Sci

sociation of

ences, and

of

posed

a

which share

Science.

The Association is

Legal
large variety
a

of national

interest in

common

parative law, jurisprudence,
1957 Conference
States. Max

was

Law, has

parative

entertained

Lloyd

at

at

a

lawn party

their home in

by

Mr.

Libertyville.

be held in the United

to

Max Pam Professor of Com

taken

long

organizations
problems of com

were

and Mrs. Glen A.

and international law. The

the first

Rheinstein,

com

a

prominent part

in the

work of the Association, and had the
leading role in
the
of
the
1957
Conference. Law
arranging
program
School Assistant Dean

James

Ratcliffe

.acted

as

Con

ference

Secretary.
Registration at the Conference

was

over

120, with

countries

twenty-two

some

represented. The sub
place in three
study of The Rule of Law

stantive work of the Conference took

Roundtables,

devoted

to

a

Understood in the West, The Rule of Law as Un
derstood in Oriental Countries, and The Influence of
as

Law

on

the

Stability

of the

Family.

In addition to this
program, many special events
were
for
the
arranged
delegates. They visited the jury

trial of

a

civil case,

they were given a
Company, visited

rare

tour

University.

of the

with

parts of the world,

Chicago

the offices of

Guiseppino Treoes, of Italy,
State

in most

Joseph

Title and Trust

Kirkland, Fleming,

Dainow

of Louisiana

Arriving

at

Canizares

the Law School Dinner,

of Spain,

left

to

right, Felipe

de Sola

Mrs. Hans

Ficker, of Germany, Mrs. Hessel
Yntema, Hessel Yntema of the University of Michigan, Mrs.
Cabriel Marty, of France; Mrs, Max Rheinstein, Mrs. de Sola
Canizares, Hans Ficker, and Gabriel Marty.

Nils Herliiz, of Sweden, Mr. and Mrs. Shin-ichi
Takayanagi,
of Japan, and Ake Malmstrom, of Sweden.
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The University of

Roemer Lecture

Chicago

Law School

of the Law School
tured

Some years ago the Law School began a
sponsoring a public lecture, with a dinner
as

a

welcome

Mr. Erwin

Carton,

to its

Roemer,

Douglas,

Mr. Roemer

preceding,

the

students. This autumn,
member of the firm of Gardner,

Roemer and

Chilgren, past presi

dent of the Illinois State Bar Association and member

delivering

his address in Breasted Hall.

Professor Philip Kurland,

who introduced Mr. Roemer, Erwin
Roemer, and Judge Jacob Braude, JD'20, just before Mr.

Roemer's lecture in Breasted Hall.

His

was

Quadrangle

Visiting Committee, was the fea
subject was "The Practice of Law."

guest of honor

Club

just before

tion to members of the Law

at

a

dinner held at

his lecture. In addi

Faculty

and the

entering

students and their wives, the members of the Law
School Visiting Committee and the Law School
Alumni Board

At

Mr. Roemer

speaker.

custom of

entering
a

19

were

in

attendance.

the

reception preceding Mr. Roemer's lecture; Richard
and Tappan Cregon], members
of the Law School
Visiting Committee, Projessor Nicholas Katzenbach, and Lam
ence Carton, JD'47,
Secretary of the Law School Alumni Board.

Bentley

The dinner

for members of the Alumni Board, the Visiting
entering students which preceded Mr. Erwin

Committee and

Roemer's lecture.
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ABA Welcomes New

Building

of Charles S. Rhyne, Washington, D. C.,
president of the American Bar Association, at lunch
eon
following ground-breaking ceremonies for U niver
sity of Chicago Law School building.
Remarks

On behalf of the

congratulations
school building

of America I extend
who have made this new law
The chairman of the Board

legal profession

to all
a

reality.

of Trustees, Trustees, Dean Levi, the Faculty, Alumni
and friends of the Law School and the University
have a right to be proud that your great

certainly

law school will

buildings

have

now

one

of the finest law school

in the Nation.

We of the American Bar are particularly
welcome the law school as a neighbor. The

of the

new

to

"borrow" their auditorium and moot

library
This

new

of law in

library they

building

our

tion of and

is above all

a

mutually
we

courtroom.

may find our
and research facilities useful too.
their fine

to

proximity

the Bar Center will be
There will be occasions when

building

beneficial.

we use

happy

While

specialized

tribute to the role

for the greatness of the United

States of America.

While you do a complete job in training able law
most significant work your great law
yers, to me the
school is

doing today

is

in

the international field.

Your program for training foreign law students and
lawyers in our law and your courses in international

law, especially commercial law,
in the

light

of the

current

are

well known. And

world situation may I

have shrunk nations to

ex-

shrunken world

our

Distance is

neigborhoods.

Nations must learn to live

meaningless.

To

devastation.

or

in

together

risk annihilation in

the best formula for

me

now

a

of

war

living

to

gether is by developing a system of law and courts
whereby disputes formerly settled by the bloodshed
of

are

war

settled in tribunals of

International law is to most

justice.

lawyers

vast unknown

a

the few

existing
mysterious subject. So
justice. In fact, the need for
law in the world community is the greatest gap in the
and

too

are

international tribunals of

legal structure of civilization. To fill that gap is today
the legal profession's greatest challenge and its
greatest opportunity.
It is up to

can

Nation. And law is indeed the founda

reason

be multiplied a
press the hope that this work will
hundredfold in your new building.
The great technological achievements of our day

race

arms

lawyers

can

to

develop

nations settled under the rule

disputes
In

a

a

with

ended

be

between individuals

of

are

plan whereby the
disputes between
law just as such
settled.

now

.

few

days

we

will reveal at NATO

the Russian

our

plans

for

head

brought
challenge
J earnestly hope our program will
Sputniks
?y
include not only a demonstration of our capacity to
equal an� exceed the Kremlin in arms but a plan for

meeting

to

as

a

the

an

end to the
To

plan
hope

arms race.

plan we could espouse would be a
for peace under law. This plan offers the best
for all peoples to move out from under the
me

the best

shadow of the H-bomb and allow nations to live in
in

world where

�eighbors
pea?e
achievement has made such
as

a

technological
living essential to survival.

thoughtful moment during a session of the Labor C onfer
Left to right, in the background, Gerard Reilly, of Wash
ington, D. C., and Professor Charles Gregory, of the Law
School of the University of Virginia; foreground, Owen Fair
weather, of Seyfarth, Shaw, Fairweather and Geraldson, Chi

A

ence.

Mr.

Rhyne of

luncheon.

the American Bar Association, addresses the

General Counsel, AFL-CIO, and
cago; Tom Harris, Associate
.

.

Joseph Rauh, Washington,

D. C.
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Labor

The Umoersitq of

part of

a

Law School

of

Chicago Law School, Presiding
STATUTORY AND FIDUCIARY STANDARDS AND

Conference

regular Conference Program, the
recently sponsored a Conference on Fiduciary
Responsibility in Labor Relations. Recent investiga
As

Chicago

its

THE ADMINISTRATION OF

The Honorable Paul W.

School

tory
to

Attorney,

of the

some

problems

Commentator:

States

The Honorable Robert Tieken
United States

in this

Elsewhere in this issue of the Record may be
a
report of testimony recently delivered to a
subcommittee of the United States Senate by Pro
fessor Bernard Meltzer on one of the issues discussed
during the course of the Conference. The program of
the Conference, which was of one day's duration and
which was held on the Quadrangles, included:

by

Southern District of New York

activities of the Federal Government have served

emphasize sharply

PROPERTY,

Williams, United

Attorney

Northern District of Illinois

area.

found

MORNING SESSION:

AFTERNOON SESSION:

Jo Desha Lucas, Associate Professor of Law,
versity of Chicago Law School, Presiding
RIGHT-TO-WORK

AND

RESPONSIBLE

UNIONISM, by
Sylvester Petro, Professor of Law, New York University
School of Law
Commentators:

Mozart G.

Jacobs &
Chicago

Wilber G. Katz, James Parker Hall Professor of Law,
The University of Chicago Law School, Presiding

Ratner, Esq.

Ratner

Fairweather, Esq.

FIDUCIARY STANDARDS AND THE BARGAINING

Owen

AND GRIEVANCE

Seyfarth, Shaw, Fairweather
Geraldson, Chicago

Charles O.

PROCESS, by

Professor of Law, University of
Virginia Law School
The Honorable Abner J. Mikva
Commentators:

Gregory,

Member,

House of

Illinois General

George

B.

Representatives

THE

DENIAL

Rauh and Levy
Washington, D.

Christensen, Esq.

Commentators:

Chicago
INDIVIDUAL

ENFORCEMENT

OF

AND

UNION

C.

Asher, Esq.
Asher, Gubbins & Segall
William P.

Treacy, Esq.
Conaghan, Velde
Hackbert, Chicago

Stevenson,

Law School

&

William Price,

Esq.
Vedder, Price, Kaufman and
Kammholz, Chicago
Harold Cranefield, Esq.

DINNER SESSION:
Soia

INTERNAL SELF REGULATION

United Auto Workers, AFL-CIO
A

LUNCHEON SESSION:

Gerard D.

Reilly, Esq., Reilly,
Washington, D. C.

Meltzer, Professor of Law, The University

Library Reading

Room

during

by

Harris, Associate General Counsel, AFL-CIO
LEGISLATIVE PROGRAM, by

Tom

Detroit

Box Lunches in the Law

Mentschikoff, Professor of Law, The University of
Law School, Presiding

Chicago

General Counsel

Conference.

OF

by

Lester

.

Bernard D.

&

Chicago

COLLECTIVE

BARGAINING AGREEMENTS, by
Archibald Cox, Professor of Law, Harvard Universitv

Commentators:

WITHDRAWAL

MEMBERSHIP AND DUE PROCESS,
Joseph L. Rauh, Jr., Esq.

Assembly

Winston, Strawn, Smith and Patterson,

Labor

LAWS

The Uni

the

Wells & Rhodes.

The Honorable Paul Williams, United States
Southern District
Session

N ew

York, speaking
of the Labor Conference.

of

the
the Luncheon

Attorney for
at
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Tenth Tax

Frederick R. Shearer, Mayer, Friedlich,
Tierney, Brown and Platt

Conference

C. Ivcs

Quarter, the Law School spon
During
sored its Tenth Annual Federal Tax Conference. The
Conference, which met for three days in the Audito
of the Prudential

Building, was
hundred tax lawyers,

attended

by

than three
accountants,
and corporate executives who work with tax matters.
The Planning Committee, which arranged the Con
more

PENALTY TAX ON CORPORATIONS IMPROPERLY
ACCUMULATING SURPLUS

Richard Barker, Ivins,

Chicago

Strawn, Smith and Patterson; Paul F. Johnson, of
Ernst and Ernst; Robert R. Jorgensen, of Sears, Roe
buck and Company; William A. McSwain, of Eckhart,

Albert E. Arent,

The

Charles W. Davis,

Arthur Andersen and

of

Company;

and

Harry

Sutter, Owen, Mulroy and

Hopkins,

Program

University

of the Conference

was as

B.

Everett C.

Parker Hall, Treasurer, The

University

of

Chicago
1954 CODE

Byron

E. Bronston, Continental Illinois National Bank

and Trust

Company

PANEL DISCUSSION:

Frederick O. Dicus, Chapman and Cutler
Williams K. Stevens, The First National Bank of

Chicago
Byron E. Bronston, Continental
and Trust Company

Illinois National Bank

Sheldon Lee, Wilson and McIlvaine

Chicago

COUNSEL

PARTNERSHIPS

FOR

Counsel, U. S. Internal

Revenue

Service

Miller, Sidley, Austin, Burgess and Smith

TAX PLANNING FOR PROFESSIONAL

Paul Little, Wickes, Riddell, Bloomer,
McGuire; New York

GOVERNMENT

Nelson P. Rose, Chief

Company

ELECTIONS AND DISCRETIONS UNDER THE

follows:

FOR TAXPAYER AND

Arthur Andersen and

William K. Stevens, The First National Bank of

The

ADDRESS OF WELCOME

J.

Washington

Hopkins, Sutter, Owen, Mulroy and

Johnson,

Middleton

COUNSEL

Arent;

TAX ASPECTS OF ESTATE DISTRIBUTIONS

Sutter,

Wentz.

Fox and

Wentz

of

Chicago Law
School; Frederick R. Shearer, of Mayer, Friedlich,
Spiess, Tierney, Brown and Platt; Michael J. Sporrer,
Dean,

Berge,

William M. Emery, McDermott, Will and Emery
Richard Barker, Ivins, Phillips and Barker; Washington
Albert E. Arent, Berge, Fox and Arent; Washington

Klein, McSwain and Campbell; James M. Ratcliffe,
Assistant

Washington

PANEL DISCUSSION:

Professor of Law, The University of
Law School; Frederick O. Dicus, of Chap

and Cutler; William N. Haddad, of Bell, Boyd,
Marshall and Lloyd; James D. Head, of Winston,

and Barker;

CORPORATIONS

J. Blum,

man

Phillips

CURRENT DEVELOPMENTS AFFECTING LOSS

ference this year, was composed of William M. Emery,
of McDermott, Will and Emery, Chairman; John Potts
Barnes, of MacLeish, Spray, Price and Underwood;
Walter

Hopkins, Sutter, Owen, Mulroy

and Wentz

the Autumn

rium

Waldo, Jr.,

Spiess,

and

a

Jacobi

and

ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION OF SELECTED

PROBLEMS.

TAX HIGHLIGHTS OF THE PAST YEAR
Lee 1.

Park, Hamel,

Park and Saunders;

Washington

CURRENT DEVELOPMENTS IN FRAUD
INVESTIGA TIONS

Spurgeon Avakian,

Avakian and

Johnston; Oakland,

California
ACCOUNTING TREATMENT COUNTS IN
DETERMINING NET TAXABLE INCOME

Raymond

A.

Hoffman, Price, Waterhouse and Company

CHANGES IN ACCOUNTING METHODS AND
PERIODS

Mark E. Richardson,

Montgomery;

Lybrand,

Ross Brothers and

New York

TAX PLANNING FOR INCORPORATION

John

S.

Pennell, McDermott, Will

a�d Emery

TAX OPPORTUNITIES AND PITFALLS

PURCHASE AND SALE

OF

IN

THE

CORPORATE

BUSINESSES

Richard H. Levin, D' Ancona,

Pflaum, Wyatt and.

Riskind
PANEL DISCUSSION:

J. Sporrer, Arthur Andersen and Company
Pennell, McDermott, Will and Emery
Richard H. Levin, D'Ancona, Pflaum, Wyatt and
Michael

John

S.

Riskind

Nath, JD'21 Chairman of the Fifth Annual Alumni
Fund Campaign, Henry F. Tenney, '15, Chairman of the Law
School Visiting Committee and Trustee of the University,
Claude Netherton, JD'09, Arnold Shure, JD'29, and Morris
E. Feiwell, JD'15, President of the Law School Alumni Asso
Bernard

ciation,

,

at

the

groundbreaking

ceremony.

The University
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_L1 Remarkable Collection

Alumni Notes
EDWIN L. WEISL,

cial counsel

to

has been

appointed spe
Senate's Preparedness Armed
After his graduation from the

JD'l9,

the U. S.

Services Subcommittee.

in

Attorney in Chicago. He then
private practice in Chicago for several

of which

moving permanently

has, for many

New York law firm of

years,

as

special investigation of
paredness in the American
a

deep regret

the

partner

city

for

to the

a

native of

more

level of pre

current

JD'16. Judge
Indianapolis, practiced law in that

than twenty years before
a

Judge

the United States Court of

Circuit in

1949, and

was

Appeals

serving

being

of the

Court of Indiana from 1939 to 1945. He
to

is

shown,

is

Marshall letter,

as

follows:

Richmond March 26th 89
I had the honor to receive

was

tested bill of
.

exchange

a

drawn

letter from you enclosing a pro
by the executors of William Arm-

I shall observe your orders, sir, with respect
the collection of the money. I shall only institute a suit when
I Hnd other measures fail. I presume Mr. Armstead's execu
tors had notice of the protest. If they had, you will please to

stead

esquire.

to

armed forces.

as

photograph

John

Sir:

is involved in

serve

that the School notes the death

bench. He served

autographs

in the

of the Honorable H. NATHAN SWAIM,

Swaim,

the Law

important collection of por
of Justices of the United States

Court. The text of the
a

presented

and

Mount Vernon
a

Thacher and Bartlett.

Simpson,

a

George 'Washington, Esquire

New York in

to

been

The Senate subcommittee he will

It is with

rare

Supreme

years, before
1929. He

Silver, JD'28, has

School with
traits and

assistant United States

engaged

Mr. Louis H.

an

Mr. Weisl served for four years

School,

Law

23

Law School

of Chicago

furnish

Your caveat
was

appointed

for the Seventh

some

proof
a

of the fact

or

inform

me

how I

suit be necessary this fact will be very

material.

elevated

Supreme

with

me

shall obtain it. Should

against Cresap's heirs is no longer depending. It
spring under the law which directs a dis

dismissed last

mission if the

summons

be

not

served.

I wrote to you on this subject before that session of the court
and supposed it to be your wish that it. should no longer be

continued.

that court at the time

I remain Sir

with

of his death.

perfect respect and attachment

Your obedt servt

( signed) J olm Marshall
From

John

Mar hall

March

An alumni
recent

luncheon held

meeting of the

in

Des

Moines

during

Iowa State Bar Association.

the

Esq.

26, 1789

most

Standing,

left to right, Ernest Buppelt '26, Judge William P. Butler, '17,
Joseph Brody, '15, who arranged the meeting, and Henry].
TePaske '29, past President of the Association. Seated, clock
wise, Jesse E. Marshall '14, Mrs. Marshall, Mrs. Alan Loth,
Alan Loth '12, Professor Sheldon Tefft, the speaker, Carroll
Johnson '36, William E. Jackson, '15, Theodore G. Gilinsky
'47, and Joseph H. Johnson, '05.

A

portrait of Chief Justice John Marshall, with

Marshall to
collection

Silver, '28.

These

George Washington.
recently presented to the

are

a

two

Law School

letter

from

items in

by

a

Louis H.
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A

Distinguished Lawyer

sponsored a series
of lectures on distinguished lawyers. The most recent
talk in that series was delivered in November by Mr.
John P. Wilson, of Wilson and McIlvaine, who spoke
For

on

some

the

time, the Law School has

career

of his father.

Mr. Wilson's paper will

be found elsewhere in this issue of the Record.
Prior to his

lecture, the

Law

Faculty

was

host

to

Wilson, his partners and their wives, and to third
year law students, at a Quadrangle Club dinner.
Mr.

At the dinner

Weymouth Kirkland on his 80th
of the establishment of the
Courtroom in the new Law Building.

honoring

Mr.

announcement is

birthday,
Weymouth

Kirkland.

made

Mr. Kirkland and Dean Levi am shown with a portrait of Mr.
Kirkland, painted by Mrs. Howard Ellis, which now hangs in

the Law

Library.

The Jf7f:Ymouth Kirkland Courtroom
eightieth birthday of Mr. Weymouth
proved to be a day of great importance to
The

School,
ment

that

as

was

well

as

made,

colleagues

the Law

to Mr. Kirkland himself. Announce
as

part of the birthday celebration,

and other friends of Mr. Kirkland had

established,

in his

Courtroom,

in the

School

Kirkland

honor, the Weymouth Kirkland
University of Chicago Law

new

Building.

partner of Kirkland, Fleming,
Green, Martin and Ellis, has long been an eminent
member of the Chicago Bar, and is widely known as
a trial
lawyer. His friends concluded, therefore, that
Mr.

a

Kirkland,

courtroom

senior

would be

The

an

eminently

suitable tribute.

Kirkland Courtroom in the

new
Weymouth
250
seat
about
to
will
be
spec
Building
designed
tators. It will be completely equipped with bench,

Law

jury box, counsel tables and the like in the courtroom
itself, and with conference rooms, a jury room, offices
and other facilities

immediately adjoining.

It will not

only house the School's Moot Court activities, but
it is expected that the Supreme' Court of Illinois will
during a part of each year, so that students
become
acquainted at first hand with the trial
may
of cases before the state's highest appellate tribunal.
sit there

Weymouth Kirkland Foundation Scholars for 1958-59,
right: William Brackett, of Aurora, Illinois; Terry Satin
over, of Glencoe, Illinois; James Beaver, of Chicago, and Roger
Bernhardt, of Chicago.
The

left

to

The members uf [ohs» P. Wilson's finn and their wives were
guests of the School at dinner, together with members of the
Law School's current senior class.

services which my Father rendered from time to time in
the public interest.

Wilson-

Continued

page 5

from

Father was associated in this case from its inception
behalf of the Sanitary District of Chicago, and presented
the briefs and final argument in the Supreme Court. In
the lower court the act was sustained and that decision was
affirmed by the Supreme Court of the State of Illinois. It
is hardly necessary to mention the vital importance of this
on

City of Chicago.
had Justices of the Peace in
Chicago, the conduct of their affairs was subject to severe
criticism and it was truly a public scandal. Because of this
there was a great desire to have them done away with and
a Municipal Court substituted in the City of Chicago.

decision to the
.

Many

At the

25
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people

of the

years ago when

same

time

there

we

was

active

to secure

agitation

a

and separate charter for the City of Chicago. Neither
of these results could be accomplished without an amend
ment to the State Constitution.
A group of men organized the Chicago Charter Conven
tion. In this group my Father was a very active member,
and with Judge Murray F. Tuley and John S. Miller, was
instrumental in preparing a constitutional amendment for
submission to the Legislature in 1903. This amendment
new

The principles which governed Father throughout his
life in the practice of the law were not in any sense un
usual. In fact, they were quite normal. But what was
unusual was the tenacity with which he followed them.
For twenty years after his illness in 1888 he decided that
his sleep must be unimpaired and that could be best ac
complished by a simple diet. The result was that he ate
nothing for his evening meal except boiled cornmeal mush
and milk.
The doctor recommended golf. As an illustration of his
tenacity of purpose he wished to play golf but his lame

leg prevented him from playing right-handed. He simply
decided to play left-handed and played for the last ten or
twelve years of his life.
His golf and restraint in eating evidenced his determina
tion to make his body as good an instrument as self
discipline would permit to implement his mental equip
ment.

He seemed
a most resourceful and fertile mind.
be able to find a way of accomplishing things which no
one else had discovered. This fact is why so many lawyers
brought matters to him as a last resort. He made it a

He had

to

to accomplish two ends: First, to grant to Chicago
and separate charter; and, second, to create Munici
pal Courts in the City of Chicago and do away with the
Justices of the Peace in the City. That was submitted to
the people in 1904 and adopted as an amendment to the

practice not to serve on corporate boards. His only ex
ception of long duration was the International Harvester

State Constitution.

were

sought
a new

Immediately after this became effective, an Enabling Act
drafted and submitted to the Legislature by the same
group and in the face of great opposition was duly passed.
The validity of the amendment was attacked in court in
the Fall of 1905 on the grounds that it was unconstitu
tional. The Circuit Court of Cook County Illinois held
that the amendment, as well as the statute, was uncon
stitutional. An immediate appeal was taken to the Supreme
Court in the case of City of Chicago v. Reeves, 220 Ill.
274. My Father filed a separate brief and he was primarily
responsible for the presentation of the case in the Supreme
Court, as well as the oral argument. The Supreme Court
was

reversed the trial court and held that the amendment and
the statute were constitutional. Thereby the Municipal
Court became a reality, and it was possible for the Legisla
ture to grant a new charter to the City of Chicago, which
it promptly did.
In 1909 the Illinois Legislature adopted an act "to pro
vide for a commission to inquire into the subject of taxation
for State' and local purposes, and the expediency of revis

ing and amending the laws relating thereto, and making
appropriation therefor."

an

In accordance with this act, the Governor of Illinois

appointed

a

special

whom my Father

tax

was

commission of

one.

He

was

seven

elected

persons

president

of
of

by its members.
The commission prepared a complete report and sub
mitted it to the Governor in accordance with the provisions
of the statute. He in turn transmitted the same to the
General Assembly for their action. The report was most
carefully prepared and submitted a number of material
changes which were definitely thought to be improvements
in the provisions of the Jaws governing taxation. Never
theless no affirmative action was taken thereon because of
the opposition in the main from downstate. I speak of it

the commission

here

solely

for the purpose of

showing the character of

Company where he

acted as
1901 until his death in 1922.

consulting counsel from about

Perhaps the outstanding qualities of my Father's mind
simplicity and directness. He had the rare ability to
cut through any problem to the essentials. In the trial of
cases his firm belief was that only the key points should
be dwelt upon and reiterated and that no time should be
spent in spinning fine theories which might easily become
confused with the main issues. As an illustration of this
I refer to an incident that happened not long before
Father's death. He had been addressing the court steadily
for about two hours and upon adjournment an elderly col
ored man, who had been in court all of the time, came up
to one of my partners and said: "Who is that gentleman?
He is a great lawyer because I can understand him."
His firm belief was that integrity is the greatest asset
any man can possess. He had several sayings which he
unfailingly followed. Among them were the following:
"Never seek advice you have no intention of follow

my

ing."
"What a client reallv wants to know is what he can
do-not what he can not do."
"Never make a contract for a lease-draw the lease."
He had a very keen interest in children. For about ten
Children's Memorial
years he served as President of The
Hospital in its early days and had much to do with its

development.
He also served

Newberry Library

as

one

of the

original

trustees

from the foundation of the

of the

library

to

the date of his death.
He had

a

very unusual interest in all recreational facili

ties furnished

He took

a

particularly for the underprivileged.
parks and in the forest

keen interest in the

preserves.

For many years prior to his death he served

of Knox

as a

trustee

College.

Fifty years ago he was one of a small group who stimu
lated the development of the University Club and con
tributed of his efforts and means to the construction of the
new

building.
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He was most generous with his time and efforts in being
of assistance to young men who came to him for advice
and counsel.
Among his leading characteristics were versatility and
resourcefulness in adjusting himself to all changing con
ditions. An example of this was in connection with the
federal income tax and estate tax laws. These laws were
passed in the latter part of 1913 and 1916. In the early
part of 1913 before either of these laws had been formu
lated, Father drew a number of trusts for himself and for

At the dinner

right,

preceding the John P. Wilson Lecture. Left to
Eclitor-in-Chief of the University of Chi

Robert Zener,

cago Law Review, Mr. Wilson, Mrs. Edward H. Levi, and
Glen A. Lloyd, '23, Chairman of the Board of Trustees of the

Vol. 7, No.1

his clients which

to this day have been of great value
the parties in interest and could not have accomplished
the same results had their execution awaited the effective
dates of the law.
Father in his seventy-ninth year was stricken while
playing his customary eighteen hole golf game and died
to

seventeen

days later.

I cherish and value above all others the twenty
years
which I was privileged to enjoy working with my Father.

JOHN

P. WILSON

Edward D. McDougal, [r., JD'23, Chairman
of the Law School
Alumni BUilding Fund Committee, with John P. 'Wilson Pro

fessor

Roscoe T.

Steffen.

U nioersiti],

Blum-

whole

Capital gains are thought of by many
different
from other income if for no other
being
reason than that we have for such a
time treated

Continued from page 8
More

plausibly it has been suggested that, while
an
explicit deal is out of the question, the lowering of
surtaxes
might create an atmosphere in which the
elimination of preferential provisions could become
a
political practicality. The underlying thought is that
since we have been
willing to impose high rates only
by offering special exits, the' reduction of rates will
lessen the pressure to retain the exits, including of
course the
capital gain passageway.
There is obviously much sense to this view:
today
a material decrease in
progressivity is virtually a pre
requisite to accomplishing something drastic in re
moving preferential provisions from the income tax.
Yet I am not hopeful that even a
very great reduc
tion in rates would eventuate in
taxing capital gains
par with other income.
It should be recognized that the more than
thirty
five years of favorable treatment for capital gains has
on a

had

a

pronounced

effect

matter.

as

on

attitudes toward the

them

long

different. The law indeed has been an
educational force here. And of course it is the
people
who have been nearest the tax law who are most
convinced that capital gains are
something wholly
apart from ordinary income. If you want to know,
don't ask the man who owns one; ask his tax
or

as

being

lawyer

his tax accountant!

The

prevailing feeling that capital gains are not
ordinary income is strongly augmented by the infla
tion we have
experienced. Among the many points
raised in behalf of
going lightly on capital gains, that
with widest appeal today is the notion that most ad
vances

sense

in the value of

that

they

reflect

are fictitious in the
decrease in the purchasing

property
a

power of the dollar. People have become highly sen
sitized to the rising price level; and
they understand
that there is a general relationship between increases
in asset values and the

deterioration of the dollar.

However, they forget that particular capital gains
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generally have no
they overlook the

direct

of Chicago

the inflation;
fact that to take account of the

relationship

to

inflation for all persons it would be necessary to adjust
all gains and all losses for changes in the value of
money; and

lose

they

of the fact that among

sight

persons possessing wealth it is those who have capital.
gains who fare best in the inflation. But as long as

inflation is

perceived in this one-sided manner, there
likely to be strong support for taxing capital gains
lightly during a period of rising prices. In my crystal
ball the coming decade (despite the mood of the
stock market at this moment) will have a pronounced
inflationary tilt; and capital gains will continue to be
generally associated in the public mind with the infla
is
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has been at least in part extended to such items
interest
ments

on

as

government savings bonds, periodic pay

from retirement

or

pension plans,

and various

welfare payments that are not tax exempt. But these
are
only illustrations, and the line of candidates will

right. On another
happy to explain why,
only
if we are to have favored treatment for capital gains,
I am convinced that the purest form of capital gain
is the salary of a law teacher in a Midwestern urban
no

doubt continue to form

occasion I shall be

university.
My third

the

on

too

look into the

crystal

ball

conjures up

a

tion.

With the

continuation

of

bargain

treatment

main issue in the

for

in the

future,
capital gains,
past, will be the definition of capital gains. Here
a

confess to

must

boundaries
shifted

of

a

as

somewhat clouded
land

capital gain

preview.

have

I

The

frequently

the years, and no doubt will remain fluid.
From time to time some so-called capital gain loop
over

holes

surely will be closed. All this means is that
particularly novel or jarring device for achiev
a
ing
capital gain will be ruled out-of-bounds, so
that a few especially adept schemers will have had
their plans frustrated. Of course these loophole-clos
ings will be given great notoriety by our professional
publications, and a considerable number of us will
thereby learn about some of these outmoded tricks
some

of the trade for the first time. But while this
of

be

variety

in total it

pea-shooting might
good sport,
only an infinitesimally small inroad on the whole
capital gain territory. Perhaps it has the unheralded
merit of keeping the fiscal watchdogs alert by
giving
can

make

them

some

kind of

practice.

stantial

capital gain

expansion.

gains strictly
we

never

area

Unless

major
envisage

and easy to

we

were

to

sub

equate capital

inflationary price changes-which
a
capital gain
be arbitrary. Our whole concept of

have done-the definition of
creation of the tax

law, and the

cept has been pretty much fashioned
This fact is

over

the years.

able

importance

tion.

contrac

with

necessarily must
capital gains is a

in

shaping

likely

to

out

con

of the air

be of consider

the future of the defini

Since the delineation of

capital gains

is arbi

trary,
political representatives will be hard put
to defend
taking away the privilege from any sub
our

stantial group so long as others retain it. And they
likewise will find it difficult to resist enlarging the

arbitrary
which

are

definition to include additional situations
analogous to those now blessed.

Accordingly
inflationary

an

International Association

vision of the

In contrast, it is hard to foresee any

tion of the

for delegates to the Conference of the
of Legal Science by the Law School,
Chandra P. Gupta, of the University of Delhi, on the left and
Hans Spanner, of Erlangen, Gennany, on the right.

At the dinner tendered

complexity

our

tax

law of the future.

complex year by year almost since their
Most
of us, I am sure, intuitively feel that
inception.
this process will go on, come what may.
grown

more

Nevertheless there need be

no

mystery about why

this process occurs. At least three aspects of it can
be distinguished. The first is the now familiar point
that

high graduated rates
ently can be had only at
cial

exceptions.

It is

of tax in

society appar
price of numerous spe
patent that an exception, which
our

the

special rule, necessarily adds complexity to
The capital gains apparatus, for example,
is the prime contributor to the complications we pres
ently enjoy. But what is important for explaining
the sustained growth of complexity is the observable
fact that exceptions have a persistent tendency to
means

a

the law.

I would not be

breed other

economy, that

and the progeny have

surprised to find, in
capital gain treatment

of

part of the act hardly needs any magical props.
We all know that our income and transfer taxes have
This

and

exceptions
a

exceptions

to

exceptions,

complexity potential

all their
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The matter is almost this

own.

preferential

treatment to

before others

can

equally deserving,

simple:

when

we

grant

group, it is not

one

demonstrate that their

long

cases

are

and then there is need to define

the scope of the new preference.
A second aspect of increasing

is

complexity

com

of law, but stands out in the case
mon to
many
As
of taxation.
general principles and rules are inter
areas

preted and applied
nate
principles and

particular situations,

to

rules

subordi

evolved. The law thus

are

highly structured.
In tax law this process operates at an unusually fast
pace. New situations are often created by taxpayers
and their advisers in response either to the develop
becomes

extensive and

more

more

absence; the new situations
issues; and the resolution of these
contributes to the further evolvement of rules and
principles. This kind of evolutionary growth is vir
of rules

ment

or

in turn lead to

tually

to their

new

inherent in tax law for

dynamic society. We
expand

a

recognize, however, that

should

greatly

the number of root distinctions built into

as

the law

its dimensions

are

increased.
some

legis
doing so
have increasingly sought detailed specification of the
rules. A variety of causes underlies this approach to
tax

our

law, and

in

There is the desire for increased

taxation.

rules; there

about the

situations that call for further

the rules, and thus
tional rules.

require

interpretation

of

the creation of yet addi

There is another but more subtle characteristic of
detailed codification of tax law which makes for in
creasing complexity. Often our tax law represents a

compromise of

ciples.
case

wholly

basis, the gaps and

less noticeable
can

not

consistent ideas

When the law is left

always

or

courts; and

to

evolve

inconsistencies

or

or

a

on

are

less awkward. A lack of

prin

case

apt

by

to be

consistency

bad decision; head-on
doctrines generally can be avoided

be attributed

clashes of ideas

when

to

a

be

postponed,
only attempt partial reconcilia
tion, and then only after the profession has had ample
time to talk and write about the problem. Almost the
opposite seems to be true of a comprehensive codifica

by

courts

usually

tion. The

even

need

gaps and

they

cannot
a

inconsistencies tend to

discovered there is

come

to

to

the

be

once
impa
apt
them; and the demand for correction or
improvement by further legislation is very likely to be

foreground;
tience with

experienced and more agile minds
profession of taxmen will be the quickest to
recognize shortcomings in the detailed statute. And
when these experts are appointed to advisory commit
tees they of course will be capable of proposing the
greatest amount of legislative repair. And, naturally,
raised. The

A third aspect of the growth of complexity is
what related. We have increasingly turned to
lative codification of

new

more

among the

certainty

the

is

misguided optimism
about the omniscience of legislative draftsmen, even
of top quality; there is the belief that courts (par
ticularly appellate courts) fail to appreciate the nice
ties of taxation; there is the widespread conviction
that

administrative agency cannot be relied
a fair shake in
applying general

an

give taxpayers

on

to

rules;

feeling that Congress after all houses
political friends. But whatever its causes,
we can easily understand why the detailed codifi
cation approach to taxation tends to promote expand
ing complexity in the law.
To start with, in a comprehensive type statute
and there is the
one's best

to cover every situation which
whether
or not
mind,
they have actually
arisen. Consequently the rules proliferate more than

there is
comes

might

a

temptation

..,

to

otherwise be the

case.

In the next

place,

the

the host of situa

language
envisaged aggravates the diffi
words
which say precisely what is
culty of finding
meant, and no more. Every new phrase introduces
possible ambiguity which can augment the complex
ities of the law. Then, too, the effort at specificity
provides taxpayers and their advisors with a tempt
ingly detailed map of these boundaries which are
attempt

to

to

use

cover

tions which have been

soft and remain to be tested.

of

probing

and

planning

This invites the kind

which

constantly produce

Stanley Wanger, of Rocky Ford, Colorado,
Scholar.

the Edwin

Mayer

The
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the solutions

they

offer will

frequently

University of Chicago

consist of addi

tional detailed rules, even more highly structured th�m
before. If illustration be needed, our recent experience
with the income taxation of trusts and estates is made
order.

to

offered

system

We

might

have

guessed

that the solution

the experts to the defects of the two-tier
would be a four-tier derivation.

by

lems will be understood to
wanted it to
one

this

occur
some

limits to which

tion he

none

intended to

explain why

simplify
complexity

to

probably
complex.

will be twice

as

long

and at least twice

as

From these observations I should like to remark

briefly

on

the

certainty

or

clarity

of

tax

law in the

my crystal ball. The
pass
statute
will make the law
of
the
increasing specificity
both more certain and more uncertain. This is an
ancient paradox of law, but by now taxmen surely

future, without

ought

to

becomes
are

specifically
sure

at

a

be in the lead in
more

is introduced

be

even

that

appreciating

certain in that

particular

answered. New

because,

language

as

it.

The law

old

problems

uncertainty, however,

already noted,

we can never

used to solve these old

is

what

especially likely

rule will allow

a

we

to

clients to go.
by the story of

us

or

All this is

the Code in 1954 resulted in increased
of the law, and why successive amend
ments of that Code most probably will do the same.
Further, it might put us on guard that the next Inter
nal Revenue Code, despite the best of intentions,

only

precisely

because, with dollars involved, each of us at
time or other might try to discover the furthest

the tax

It is

mean

The very words which clear up
thus may well create others. In taxation
mean.

problem
disconcerting development

of this is said in criti
the effort

Please understand that
cism.
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more
acutely conveyed
lawyer who telephoned his colleague shortly
after the gift in contemplation of death provision of
the estate tax was liberalized by inclusion of the
specific rule that gifts more than three years before

death

were never so

tainted. With considerable

"How

emo

they expect me to
complained:
clients
under
this sloppy drafts
for
my
plan properly
I'll
have
to wait until the Regulations
Now
manship?
come out before
being sure whether the day of death
is included or excluded in computing the three years."
My fourth effort at seeing into the future, unlike
the others, is something of a command performance.
I feel that while my crystal ball is warmed up, I am
obligated to my hosts to see what 1 can about the
can

future of tax institutes. And I
stood that what I

since it is but

privileged,

which I have been

prob-

about

am

I

Happily
particular

and in

years from
New York

now

an

it will be under

say should be

accurate

hosts

at

ease.

legally

report of that

graCiously privileged

set my

can

am sure

to

to

foresee.

Tax institutes,

this Institute, will flourish. Ten
the Twenty-sixth Annual Institute of

University

indeed

will

meet.

be

heavy,

to

be held in the Coliseum.

so

heavy

The attendance will

that the sessions will have
The

longer, despite everyone's good

speeches

intentions of

will be

making

them shorter. The papers as usual will be even longer
than the speeches; and their length will make it im

practical to publish them in a single volume. Fees
attending the Institute of course will have to be
raised accordingly. The speakers, however, will as
ever remain
uncompensated.
Perhaps all of you, and no doubt members of the
Planning Committee for the Institute, are wondering
what will be the principal topics at the 1967 meeting.
Anticipating this, I knowingly squeezed my crystal
ball very hard, and I can only hope that the images
which arose, and which I now relay to you, were not
too distorted by my eagerness. With this caution, I

for

give you the titles of a few of the talks which seemed
intriguing, as well as some commentary on them:

most

(1)

Alan Washburn,
1915 Scholar.

of Rapid City, South Dakota, the Class of

"How

to

avoid

having

a

trusts." After much

group of

trusts taxed

the forces of

trying,
multiple
righteousness finally got Congress to pass a watered
down provision to curb the use of multiple-trusts.
Though it has been in the law for several years, there
apparently has not been a single instance in which
the provision has been found applicable. This talk,
as
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by

leading developer of multiple trusts, should help
keep the record clean.
(2) "The eight-tier system for taxing distributions
of trusts and estates." Enacted as a
simplification of
a

to

the old four-tier system, this new system has the merit
of putting every distributee in his proper
place. In
it is known

parlance

tax

no-do"

as

the "do

mi fa

re

so

la ti

The

arrangement.
advisory council which
sired it thought that a full octave range of tiers might
simplify things by enabling the official instructions
to be set to music. Perhaps an
adaptable score would
be "Beat me Daddy, Eight to the Bar."
"The

( 3)

proposed multiple-corporation legisla
proposed legislation does not have the
endorsement of any known association of
lawyers or
accountants. One taxpayer appeared before the Con
gressional Committees to urge its adoption. It appears
that his only connection with corporations is that he
tion."

This

works for

The

one.

Treasury, however,

is enthusi

astic about the

proposal, even though it is copied
after the infertile multiple-trust provision.
( 4) "The collapsible individual." Though spurred
on
by what I thought was a particularly fine title, I
unable

was

to

any clues about this talk, other
collapsible individual is a tax

set

than the fact that

payer.
( 5 ) "How

a

squeeze the last drop out of per
depletion for water." Old-time taxmen might

centage

to

learn that percentage depletion
surprised today
will soon be extended to water, especially in view of
the widely-held idea that oil and water do not mix.
be

to

But

once

it

and

clay

were

decided under

was

entitled

to

existing

law that sand

percentage depletion,

very learned persons

some

that on this planet
pointed
water was only slightly less rare. The law,
quite ap
propriately, provides different percentage rates for
the depletion of ordinary water, ice water, hard
water, soft water, fresh water, salt water, mineral
out

water, and branch water. Ice manufacturers, inci
dentally, are contending that they are entitled to base
their

percentage depletion for

water on

the

price

of

ice cubes.

(6) "Accelerated

amortization

for

automobiles."

This talk explores a brand new provision. In years
when the sale of passenger autos falls below industry

expectations,

the

tion of anyone

that all

Secretary

of the

Treasury,

upon

is authorized to

manufacturer,

peti

certify

purchases of new model autos are entitled to
purchase price over a two-year period.

amortize their

The

origin

of this

arrangement

economists

is

interesting.

Certain

means
Michigan
proposed
our
in
and
keeping
economy
high gear
hitting on
all cylinders, through fuel
This
is
known as
injection.

it

as

a

sure-fire

of

the

new

(7)

forward look in taxation.

"When

to

claim the

optional

standard busi-

ness
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deduction."

The

problem

of

policing

accounts and similar expenditures became

expense

sticky
Congress finally came to the rescue of the admin
istrators; it did so by allowing any taxpayer in trade
so

that

or

business to deduct 10 percent of his trade or busi
income in lieu of itemizing
expenditures for en

ness

tertainment, meals and
and the like. From

these items

to itemize

tified report of a
(8) "The new

while in travel status,
any taxpayer who chooses

lodgings

now on

must

recent

attach to his return

a cer

lie detector test.

Simplified method for taxing part
nerships." Ever since 1949 some of the best brains in
the profession have been
working on the problem of
how to simplify the taxation of
partnerships. The
1966 Act tackles the problem in a new
way. It allows
partnerships to be taxed as trusts. No doubt the next
simplification will be to permit trusts to be taxed as
partnerships.
(9) "How to convert ordinary income into capital
gain." No commentary is needed regarding this talk,
except perhaps to note that a dozen new methods of
accomplishing this old stunt were newly discovered
by younger men in the profession. A number of them,
very likely, are here in the audience tonight.
Some of you may be curious about what the
speak
ers will
say on their various subjects, especially after
twenty-five annual tax institutes have gone by. While
it is not

refrains

given

to

me

to

know their

exact

texts,

a

few

emphasized by so many of the partici
pants that I could not but help pick up traces of them.
What follows is a quasi-quote which
perhaps is the
best available sample of these
points:
were

"Now

we all know that the amendment of Section
of
the 1964 Code made by the Technical
100,001
Act
of 1966 was specifically intended to
Changes
order
out
of the chaos produced by the multi
bring
of
inconsistent
decisions which the courts had
plicity

handed down. You will remember that the Tax Court
first adopted one position and then overruled itself;
then the district

courts tended to
adopt the initial
of
the
Tax
Court; then the circuit courts split
position
three different ways on the issues; and then the Su

preme Court Rnally confused this whole area of law.
It handed down a decision on
grounds which worried
all of us because it seemed to
give the

government

the power

to

successfully
matter

attack these

tax-saving

ar

how

skillfully they were con
trived. The Technical Changes Act amendment was
designed to undo this damage and provide a simple,
clear rule of law. It has to be read
very carefully,
rangements

no

for it has eleven
am

afraid

are

separate sections, some of which I
quite involved. In addition there are

important glosses provided by

the Committee Re

ports of both the House and the Senate and the Re
port of the Joint Committee, and there are several

Vol.
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7,

Committee

supplemental

which fill in

Reports

a

of Chicago

fe\v

of the gaps. But because the amendment, for prac
tical considerations, had to be pushed through Con

fact,

unfortunately

about it which

questions
In

there

rapidly,

gress

experts have suggested

some

there is doubt whether the
to

reverse

the

Supreme

motion.

Moreover,

there is

a

very

at

sea

things

is

adequate

it does this

much,

that the

Treasury will
Congress by adopting

In the meantime

forthcoming
we are

pro
very much

since the Service refuses to issue any

the vital

on

assuming

rumor

construction in its

posed regulations.

say the least.
that technically

legislation

the intention of

narrow

number of

a

to

Court decision which set it in

even

disquieting

again thwart
a

are

vexing,

are

rulings

Under these circumstances,
at the moment are almost as unsettled as
they

questions.

before passage of the amendment. Perhaps by
this time next year we will have some definite word
in the form of Regulations and will be able to make
were

our

plans

with confidence.

the

Treasury will see
Amendment reasonably
Congress to amend the

We

the
so

can

and

light

that

only hope

we

as a

sample,

I

am sure

the

won't have to ask

Amendment."

In view of the fact that I chose this
sion of the author's

interpret

that

you will understand my omis
I hope that he, too, will

name.

be

understanding.
Finally there is one

other item

concerning

the 1967

Institute program which candor
compels me to reveal.
On the opening day there is a dinner session. The

of it, which is set in
exceptionally bold
reads
as follows:
"This session is reserved ex
type,
clusively for entertainment; absolutely no speeches
announcement

of any kind will be

MeltzerContinued

permitted."

from

page 11

tiveness of sanctions

against improper

conduct

once

it

is disclosed.

I will not

speculate

the

on

sense

of shame of those

involved in the serious abuses uncovered

beyond saying

mittee,

by

the Com

that those disclosures do not

any optimism. The inescapable danger under
pending legislation is that disclosure regulation,
unaccompanied by effective sanctions agajnst im
proprieties disclosed, would have no significant effect
warrant

the

the conduct of thick-skinned and faithless fidu

on

Disclosure

ciaries.

regulation

which

at

best

produces

confessions, without repentance, scarcely justifies the

heavy
on

regulation would impose
plans and on the govern

burdens which such

honestly

administered

ment.

The sanctions

of the

plans

investigation

now

applicable

to

maladministration

involved have, as the Subcommittee's
has indicated, been inadequate in prac

tice and may remain

portant
excerpt only
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to note that

In this

so.

connection, it
the

notwithstanding
contemplated

resemblance between the

legislation

is im

superficial

disclosure

and the Securities Act of 1933, there is

a

basic difference between them. In the securities field,
there is a drastic and well-known sanction supple

menting

the criminal

provisions for false disclosure.

stop order by the SEC will, in general, make the
No comparable sanction
securities unmarketable.

A

for disclosure in the context of welfare and

exists

pension plans. Furthermore, it seems clear that in
exercising its authority to issue stop orders, the SEC
considers not

only the adequacy of disclosure but also
any overreaching or unfairness in a securities offering.
The SEC is thus in effect exercising a regulatory
authority, which would not be available to the enforc
ing agency under the pending legislation.
It is possible, of course, that the contemplated dis
closure requirements, coupled with effective federal
state cooperation,
might lead to more effective en
forcement on the state level by state agencies as well
as
by the beneficiaries of the plans. But the variety
of state regulatory systems and the substantial ob
stacles to effective enforcement by beneficiaries which
would

persist leaves this

matter in

considerable doubt.

The

foregoing discussion suggests that (1) dis
closure regulation, without direct and effective sanc
tions

Emil Sandstrom

of Sweden, President of the International
of Legal Science, and Andre Bertrand of France,
Secretarq-Cetieral of the Association, with Professor Soia

Association

"At entschikofJ.

against malfeasance by

trustees

(as distinguished

from sanctions for false

reports)

jectural benefits of
burdens involved.

legislation justify

may be ineffective
in advancing the statutory purposes; and (2) there is,
accordingly, a serious question as to whether the con
such

Alternative

which do not involve

general

means

disclosure

of

the

heavy

regulation,

requirements
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companies, investment advisors, actuarial experts
like, which are not involved in the purchase
insurance or other services for a plan but only

trust

and the
of

carry out investment functions or other functions
which do not involve any possibility of conflicting in

enterprises selling insurance or other serv
plan. Furthermore, in order not to prohibit,
in appropriate cases,
ownership of insurance com
panies or of medical clinics, etc., by welfare and
terests in

ices to

a

pension funds, there should be a provision for admin
istrative exemption from this restriction. Such an ex
emption might, for example, be granted to the Amal
gamated Clothing Workers of America with respect
to insurance
companies owned by funds administered
by that union. (See p. 44 of Final Rept. of Sen. Com
mittee on Labor and Public Welfare,
Rept. No. 1734,
84th Congo 2d Sess. )

( c) Lending money
of which he is

a

or
borrowing
fiduciary.

to,

money from,

a

plan

or assets of any kind,
directly or in
directly, to the plan unless the market value thereof
is independently established by transactions on an
organized securities exchange or the like and the price
to the plan is not in excess of the price so established.
( e) Purchasing property from the plan unless the market
value thereof is independently established (as above)
and unless the purchase price is at least as high as

( d) Selling property

the

price

so

(f) Receiving
Mr. Charles

Rhyne, of Washington,

It has become

entertain the President

customary for the

of the

ABA

of the
Mentschikotf,

D. C., President

American Bar Association, with Professor Soia
during the luncheon held in Mr. Bhsme:« honor

Faculty.

plan

Law

shortly after

assumes

who

office.

of

are

I

believe, achieve the statutory objectives

more

and with

indirect

beneficiaries of the

compensation

( 2) Criminal

could,

or

compensation

for services rendered to it if the

from the

fiduciary,

dur

ing the calendar year in which such services are
rendered, was employed by an employer or union
establishing, or contributing to the plan, or partici
pating in its administration, or representing employees

by the Law
Faculty to
he

established.

direct

sanctions

in

excess

against

of

plan,

at

an

annual

rate

$3,500.

any person who

"fiduciary," who knowingly participates in
of the foregoing provisions by a fiduciary.

is

not

a

the violation of any

significantly less cost to the gov
ernment and the legitimate
private interests involved.
The alternative regulation would incorporate the
following elements:

effectively

( 1) Criminal provisions against embezzlement of the assets
a
plan and against the following kinds of specified miscon
duct, by any trustee, administrator, or employee of any plan or
by any employee or officer of any enterprise or organization
establishing a plan (all of whom are herein included in the
of

term

"fiduciary");
( a) Receipt of any compensation, direct

or

indirect, from

any person or company, selling, directly or indirectly,
insurance or any other service to the plan involved or

any other welfare

pension plan.
(b) Owning the securities of, or having a property in
terest in (other than an interest resulting from the
to

issuance of

of

personal

or

insurance

business),

policies

in the

ordinary

officer, em
ployee, or member of the board of directors, of any
company, firm, person, agency, broker, selling insur
course

other services

or

serving

the

as

an

plan involved or to any
other welfare or pension plan. This provision should,
however, be so limited as to be inapplicable to banks,
ance or

to

portion of the French delegation at the Conference of the
of Legal Science: Counsellor of State
Mere Ancel, Counsellor of State Andre Letourner, and Andre
Bertrand, Secretary-General of the Association.
A

International Association

The University of
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be enforceable

( 4)

civil

by

as

criminal actions.

fiduciaries should be under

provision that

A

well

as

administer the assets of the

to
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provisions of paragraphs (1) and (2) above would

The

(3)

Chicago

plan solely

in

a

duty (a)

the interests of its

beneficiaries and (b) to avoid any transactions in the name of,
or on behalf of, the
plan, as a result of which, or in connection
with which a fiduciary benefits directly or indirectly, except
in his capacity as a beneficiary. This provision would be im
plemented by civil actions exclusively.

(5)
in

a

duties

general

(above) would

4

par.

provision that third persons knowingly participating

A

breach of the

be

also

imposed
subject to

fiduciaries by
civil actions for

on

damages.
(6) The enforcing agency would have authority by regula
that

provide

tion to

classes of transactions would be

specified

provisions or to the civil fiduciary
standards. Such regulations prior to their promulgation would
be filed with Congress while in session and would become
effective only if neither House registered its dissent within a
specified period.

subject

either criminal

to

( 7) Both the enforcing agency and the beneficiaries would
have

right

a

to

agency, prior

to

its intention to
a

bring the civil actions provided for and to
brought by the other. The enforcing

actions

in

intervene

specified waiting

who established

which

they

venors

filed

a

or

on

made

same

notice of

a

to

substantial contribution

to

a

actions

would,

as

inter

in the court's

reasonable counsel's fee.

A

judg

federal court would be bar to an action
In
a state court and vice versa.
collusive actions, provision should be made for

the merits in

on

the

as

government-instituted

in

give

permit the beneficiaries, within
the action. Beneficiaries
institute
to
period
serious breach by a fiduciary in actions
so

discretion, be entitled
ment

civil actions would

instituting

do so,

a

transaction in

John Anthony Jolowicz, of Oxford University, Visiting
the

University of Chicago
Quarter, 1957.

turer in Law at

the AH-tumn

order to prevent
this bar to operate

scribed notice

as

only if the enforcing agency was given pre
filing of actions by private individuals so
in appropriate cases, could intervene. (If vio
to

that the agency,
lations of the statute should

benefit

entitled

plans,
to

generally

the

seem

occur

in connection with level-of

problems as to who would be
resulting damages. The employer-entity would
entitled to the damages where such violations

there would be

increased his

less,

for the

agreed-upon

Lec

during

benefits. Neverthe

the

controlling interest
owning
employer-entity might be responsible for the abuse which

in

in the

net cost

Law School

some

cases,

may have been
plan. In such

all

those

prompted by

a

or

desire

to

inflate the costs of the

situation, recovery of full damages by the
entity would seem anomalous. It is difficult to deal specifically
a

variety of circumstances which may arise. Accord
the court should in its discretion be authorized to grant
to the
employees,
part of the damages to the employer,
and should be directed to allocate dam
the

with the

ingly,
all
or

or

to

ages

so

government,
to promote the statutory objectives.)

as

( 8) The enforcing agency should be authorized

to

prescribe

by regulations the content, auditing and the form of the ac
counts and records, etc., of the plans as well as the period
which the accounts and records should be kept. Violations of
such

regulations

(9) The
( a)

should be made

statute

For

should also

periodic reports

a

crime.

provide:
to

the beneficiaries

total contribution made

by
employees, respectively, and
accrued under the plan.
(b)

For

authority

in

the

form and content,
to

meeting of the Round Table on Family Stability during the
Conference of the International Association of Legal Science.
Professor Rheinstein was Chairman of the Round Table.

A

that

provided

the

showing
employer and

the benefits available

the
the
or

enforcing agency to prescribe the
including information in addition

for in

(a) (above), of such reports.

( c) That such reports to the employees should advise
them of the name and address of the enforcing
agency and should indicate that information as to im
proper conduct or as to inadequate disclosure in con-
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nection with

be

sent to

the administration of the

foregoing proposal for the elimination of gen
opposed to selective, disclosure requirements
involves judgments on difficult questions of degree.
Accordingly, before I conclude this memorandum, it
seems desirable to refer to considerations
qualifying
the position developed above.

plan should

The

the agency.

eral,

duly verified copy of such reports be filed and
preserved by the custodian of the books and records
of a plan, in accordance with the regulations of the
enforcing agency.

( d) That

a

(e) That wilful falsification in such reports, or wilful
ure to make them, or wilful omissions therefrom
stitute

a

fail

crime.

make

designated persons (clearly described in the
statute or by administrative regulation) shall be under
a
duty to make such reports to the beneficiaries. (This
provision should, I believe, impose this duty on offi
cers of
employers in connection with plans established
and administered solely by employers, on trustees of
jointly-administered plans, and on union officers in
connection with plans established and administered
solely by unions. This provision should not require
organizations

as

banks and trust

companies

a

plans

The

ren

costs

can

here.

be

was

reliably estimated,

Finally,

part of

balanced

a

as

to

the

which is

not

the

case

exemption problem, statutory

usually crude and imperfect qualifica
tions on the legislative purposes, and exemptions
which cannot neatly be supported on logical grounds
often result from the practical need to reduce both
the government's enforcement burden and the cost
exemptions

plan.

foregoing proposals are a tentative framework
vastly improved by the informed

which could be

sideration of these

government

underlying question, which is whether the return
regulation would justify both the re
sultant burdens and the logical and practical prob
lems raised by an attempt to reduce such burdens
by means of the various exemptions contemplated by
the pending regulations. Although I have expressed
my doubts about the adequacy of the return I recog
nize the difficulty of
making firm judgments about
the impact of disclosure requirements. Similarly there
is no formula for
determining the wisdom of the costs
of enforcing a legislative program even when such

the data within their possession necessary for
(Compare S 1122, Sec. 6 (a) and 6 ( d)

criticism of the Committee's staff and others.

legislative purposes,
contribution which would be increased if automatic

the

to

relevant to the administration of any

the

from disclosure

(10) The agency should be authorized, in its discretion, to
require plans to furnish the information described in Section 6
of S 1122, to subpoena their books or to inspect their books at
reasonable times and should be given similar subpoena and
inspection authority with respect to the books of any person
are

to

program which included effectively implemented fidu
ciary standards. But this conclusion does not answer

such reports.
of S 1122.)

which

of course,

requirements would,

contribution

some

disclosure to the

report directly to bene
but should require such organizations to

ficiaries

certify

such

services to

dering

as

General disclosure

con

That

(f)
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Con

are

the Committee is, I

proposals by
as
already indicated, they
to
have
the
appear
following advantages over pending
bills relying largely on general disclosure require
believe, warranted because,

ments.

( 1) The alternative proposals would avoid the analytical

practical problems involved in carving out exemptions from
regulation.
(2) They would avoid the great burdens which general dis

and

disclosure

closure
and
such

plans

requirements would impose on both the government
honestly administered plans unless exemptions from
requirements could be devised for honestly administered

on

in any class of

plans,

which

seems

unlikely.

( 3) They would directly prohibit, and impose appropriate
sanctions on, improper conduct; this promises to be more effec
tive than the indirect requirement of disclosure, which is a
doubtful method of

deterring fiduciary

abuses in this

area.

( 4) They would authorize administrative requirements for
proper record-keeping, thereby facilitating proof of impropriety.
( 5) They would permit the enforcing agency to be selective
in its demands for comprehensive disclosure, thereby conserv
ing its resources for situations which warrant scrutiny.
(6) They would encourage beneficiaries to enforce the fidu
ciary duties owed to them and would, at the same time, avoid
the. dangers arising from the concentration of enforcement in
a

single

agency

or

group.

The Law and Behavioral Science Senior Fellows

left
.

to

right: Jacob

Weissman

of Columbia,

now

for 1958-59,
a

Research

Associate in Law and Economics, Reginald A. H. Robson, of
the University of Nebraska College of Law, Erwin Smigel,

Professor of SOciology at Indiana University, W. Howard Mann,
Professor of Law, University of Indiana, and Joseph Lazar,
Instructor in Sociology at Columbia University. Not shown is
Louis

Kreisberg.
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compliance by especially appealing interests, such
Such necessarily practical and
as «small business."
imperfect accommodation of conflicting 0 b j e c ti v e s
may be inescapable in connection with pension and
welfare legislation.
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The

foregoing considerations,

jections
the

to

the disclosure and

pending bills,

by the large stakes
pension plans and the com
to

protect their

as

exemptions

to

are

general
resolved,

disclosure
it bears

require
repetition

regulatory burdens of
such disclosure requirements would be justified unless
they are coupled with an effectively implemented
code of fiduciary conduct. Such a code appears to be
an
indispensable prerequisite for effective legislation.
seems

Furthermore,
for

unlikely

as

that the

my testimony indicated, the reasons
from disclosure requirements do not

exemptions
operate to justify exemptions from such a code; on
the contrary, disclosure exemption increases the need
for the

applicability

of

fiduciary

standards.

Accord

I renew my recommendation that such stand
ards should be made
applicable to all plans, and

ingly,

those

which

especially
plans
general disclosure requirements.
to

This is

are

exempted

from

Respectfully submitted,
BERNARD D. MELTZEH.

of

one

University

Elmer Gertz

America,

technical coopera
by The National

on

sponsored

Association. It is the first

complete story

of

and management of the technical
programs South of the Rio Grande, written

organization

assistance

by

by

series of books

a

tion in Latin

the

Assistance-Growth

M. Glick. The

By Philip

Reviewed

Planning

However the issues

that it

of Technical

Press. 390 pgs. $5.50

Chicago

exemption features of

interests.

and

of

which weaken the ob

of beneficiaries

parative helplessness

ments

The Administration
in the Americas.

re-enforced

are

involved in welfare and

own

Book Review

the former

general

counsel of the Institute of

Inter-American Affairs and of the Technical
tion Administration and

one

Co-opera

of the drafters of the

Program. It is likely to become
special but increasingly important field.

immortal Point Four
a

classic in its

During the more than thirty years that I have
Philip M. Glick, I have always been impressed
his
earnestness, understanding and integrity, and
by

known

the sort of subdued brilliance and
man.

He

was one

all

versity,

of

personal

Governmental

opportunities

its first aureoled

quiet

drive of the

group of classmates at the Uni
friends, who rose to the manifold
a

days. They

under the New Deal in
were

all, and

none more

than Mr. Glick, highly articulate, social minded and
dedicated men, who helped give tone and meaning

so

to

the

In

deep

administration.

There

nothing blase
nor
passive in their temperaments. They welcomed
public service because of the larger opportunities it
offered for men of vision. Each one was capable of
filling remunerative posts in private business, but they
new

was

At the

Luncheon Session of the Labor Conjerence, left to
Archibald Cox, of Harvard Law School, Robert
Professor
right,
Tieken, JD'32, U. S. Attorney, Northern District of Illinois,
Gerard Reilly, of Washington, and Justice Walter Schaejer,
JD'28, of the Illinois Supreme Court.

Louis H.

immediately after the groundbreaking,
Silver, JD'28 and Casper Ooms, JD'27.

conversation

The Law School Record

preferred the spiritually greater rewards
dashing new regime in Washington.

under the

marize it with the
in

things about Mr. Glick and his
associates, because they explain the qualities of this
book. It is a thorough
study, in all of its ramifications,
of a complex program. The book deals with the
origins
and history, the
legislation, the regulations, the eco
nomics and
sociology and philosophy, the agencies
and personalities, in all of their technicalities and de
sacrifices the hard

never

sake of brilliance
human

or

understanding,

nor

bare recital of facts and
The

But it is not

wit.

in the

lacking

meaning

by

in the

In

behind the

are

history
four

problem but does not content himself
personal knowledge alone. He shows the weak
ness, not to say danger, of regarding the Point Four
program, for example, as an inducement to poorer
countries not to
plunge into the Communist sea of
troubles. It is clear that he
prefers to think of that

"that the basic
number: the

in

technicians in

competent
adequate
number; and the type of organization that can best
necessary
the

of the program and the growing
needs of American
foreign policy." He devotes long
chapters to each of these four basic administrative
serve

objectives

problems.
Mr. Glick is

diplomat with a difference. He does
not hesitate to deal
candidly with each of the prob
lems, albeit in sober language. Any sensations are
implicit. The problems are compounded by the
general weakness of democracy in Latin America, the
frequent changes of administration, the highly cen
a

tralized structure and function of government, the
shortage of trained professional people, the inad
equacy of personnel practices, widespread corruption,
the red

tape, and much besides, One sometimes

wonders that any

thing

is achieved.

as

program,
as

ance'
.

a

well

as

of

means

other forms of technical assist

benefiting

spects, the United States
aids, least of all in a

as

incentive to

genuine

world

"This,"

he is

quick

despair

of it and

best-a

belief,

can

not

a

add, "is

to
can

do

than

conviction.

effect,

priate ministry

is created between the

of the "host

government"

appro
and the

technical mission of the United States.
The book is

so

packed

with details

matters that it would be

on this and other
difficult and unfair to sum-

of all

written out of
we

in

a

need not

just hope

Man's

as

That way

for the

intractability

may ultimately defeat all efforts at social construc
tion, but the belief has as much warrant as the fore
boding in the story of man's past."
Those who share the

would
even

optimist's

belief and who

it should read Mr. Glick's book

help implement
always easy going. In
the
of
road that lies ahead.
typical
if it is not

type of public agency,

in

re

welfare, peace

be built-that

more

in all

the countries it

cooperation.

lies world
progress and universal
our
and
day
beyond.

belief that the future

parties

as

sense, most

The great bulk of the work
performed in Latin
America in the bilateral
program is done through the
so-called seroicio. Mr. Glick describes it as a new

l'�artnership,

all

well

military

an

it is

"probably the most interesting
mechanism for international
co-operation that has
been created." The servicio is a means
whereby a

who has

one

with

choice of instruments for effective
co-operation; the
needed for program planning; the measures
secure

of

knowledge

lived with each

structure

to

called "Plural Efforts

strength

immediately prior

the

chapter, Significantly

a

and weakness with the

the decade from 1940 to 1950, and the
period which
begins with President Truman's inaugural address of
January 1949 when "Point Four" was officially born.
"The past is prologue," Mr. Glick concludes and finds

long survey of
problems

final

Common Goal," Mr. Glick sums up the
lessons as he sees them and the hopes for the future.
He takes each kind of
program and tells its

figures.

administrative

a

Toward

of the program run a
long way back, but
with
the
three
only
periods closest to
the
to 1940,
day:
period

from his

I

as

the United States.

roots

own

feels,

do, that the
of the program should be measured by the
ease with which citizens of the host
country are able
to train themselves to
the
work
alone. Noone
carryon
should look forward to permanent
spoon-feeding

this book deals
our

Mr. Glick

important.

more

success

of facts for the

core

brevity appropriate to a review
publication. There are certain facts
in my mind as
particularly interesting,
might justly select other facts, as even

non-technical

a

that loom up
where others

I mention these

tails. It
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